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1. INTRODUCTION 
Suppose G is a connected simple Lie group with infinite center, K a 
maximal compactly embedded subgroup. Then in fact G is simply connec- 
ted and G/K is a symmetric space of hermitian type. In this paper we will 
construct a dense subspace of the space “U(G) of cusp forms on G, starting 
from K-finite matrix coefficients of relative discrete series representations. 
Recall that for groups with finite center, the space of cusp forms is span- 
ned by K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete series representations. In the 
infinite center case, discrete series are replaced by relative discrete series 
which lie in continuous families. 
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There are two notions of Schwartz class function which we must dis- 
tinguish in the infinite center case. Let 2 be a subgroup of the center of G 
with K/Z compact. For 5 E Z we write CF (G/Z, 0 and L2 (G/Z, 5) to 
denote functions on G which satisfy 
J-W) = rofb) forallxEG,zEZ, (1.1) 
and so that IfI is compactly supported or L, respectively on G/Z. In [11] 
we defined a space %(G/Z, [) of relative Schwartz class functions on G 
satisfying Cp (G/Z, c) E %(G/Z, [) E L, (G/Z, [). We also defined a global 
Schwartz space U(G) satisfying CF (G) c ‘X(G) E L, (G). Corresponding to 
these Schwartz spaces, we have subspaces ‘%?(G/Z, 5) and O%(G) of relative 
and global cusp forms. These definitions are summarized for G as above in 
Section 2. In this paper we drop the term “global” so that by a “Schwartz 
class function” or “cusp form” we mean an element of %‘(G) or O%?(G), 
respectively. 
The matrix coefficients of the relative discrete series are relative Schwartz 
class functions, and it is necessary to form wave packets of matrix coef- 
ficients along the continuous parameter in order to obtain (global) 
Schwartz class functions. In [12] we constructed wave packets for the 
holomorphic (or antiholomorphic) relative discrete series and showed that 
they are cusp forms. In this paper we will use different methods to con- 
struct wave packets for the remaining relative discrete series represen- 
tations. We will then prove that finite sums of wave packets of these two 
types form a dense subspace of the space of cusp forms. 
Let TG K be a Cartan subgroup of G, t its Lie algebra. The relative 
discrete series representations nA are parametrized by certain 1 E it*; see 
Section 2. These parameters lie on lines of the form A,, = A,+ hv, hi IR, 
where v E it* is orthogonal to all compact roots. The intersection of such a 
line of parameters with a Weyl chamber of it* gives a continuous family 
{A,, :h E Z} of parameters where Z is an open subinterval of R. The 
holomorphic and antiholomorphic relative discrete series correspond to 
unbounded intervals, while the remaining “nonholomorphic” relative 
discrete series correspond to bounded intervals. The method used in this 
paper to prove that wave packets formed from nonholomorphic relative 
discrete series are Schwartz functions relies on the fact that the parameter 
stays in a bounded interval. 
Given a continuous family {nh = nAh, h EZ} of relative discrete series 
representations, we will form families of matrix coefficients 
f(h: x) = (n,,(x) uh, u,, ) where for each h E Z, u,,, u,, are K-finite vectors in 
the Hilbert space X’(rc,,). The Hilbert spaces &‘(n,) can be realized as 
spaces of L2 solutions (Lz harmonic forms or L, Dirac spinors), of certain 
elliptic systems which vary with the parameter, but there are no natural 
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identifications between these spaces for different values of the parameter. 
Thus in order to choose vectors u,,, uh coherently as h varies, we proceed as 
follows. 
The representations rrh, h E Z, have unique minimal K-types. They occur 
with multiplicity one in Q, so if we pick a highest weight vector oh in the 
minimal K-type, and normalize it to have unit length, it is unique up to 
scalars of absolute value one. Now the matrix coefficient (nh(x) vh, v,,) is 
independent of choices. We obtain other families of K-finite vectors as 
follows. 
For any D E 4(g), the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra g 
of G, and vh as above, dn,, (D) a,, is a K-finite vector in &‘(rrh). However, we 
cannot control the way the K-types vary with the parameter. Now K is a 
direct product, [K, K] x Zz, where Zi E R and [K, K] is compact. The 
element v E it* used to form the families {A,,} corresponds to a nontrivial 
character e” of Zz, and extends to a character of K. We form one- 
parameter families of representations of K by setting r,, = z 0 ehv, r E K, and 
show that the multiplicity of zh in rch IK is independent of h E I. Let p(rh) 
denote the projection from X(rch) onto its J,,-isotypic subspace x(?rh, zh). 
Now for any D, D’ E a(g), and any T, z’ E K such that rh, 7; occur in rr,, 1 K 
for h E Z, we have a one-parameter family of matrix coefficients of the form 
f(h:x) = (nh(X)P(Ti,) dnh(D’) vhvp(th) dnh(D) u/,). (1.2) 
We show that (h, x) +f(h: x) is jointly analytic for h E Z, x E G, and in fact 
has a holomorphic extension to @ x G* where G* is a complex 
neighborhood of G. 
Let V(Z)= (fly%‘: supp/Iccl(Z)). For /?E%(Z) andS(h:x) as in (1.2) 
we define a wave packet by 
f(P: xl = l,f(h: xl /J(h) d/z. (l-3) 
If Z is an unbounded interval, we show that any wave packet defined as in 
(1.3) is a finite sum of the wave packets defined in [12], hence is a 
Schwartz function and a cusp form. For Z a bounded interval, we use the 
holomorphic extension of f(h: x) and the theory of asymptotics of matrix 
coefficients to obtain estimates for f(h: x) which are uniform over h E cl(Z). 
This part of the paper relies heavily on the results and techniques of proof 
in the excellent treatment of asymptotics of K-finite matrix coefficients by 
Casselman and MiliEic in [ 11. Using the estimates we prove that the wave 
packets f(D), B E W), are Schwartz functions, and in fact cusp forms. 
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Any fe “Q?(G) can be written using the Plancherel theorem as 
f(x)= c j Q,,uwf) m(L) & XEG. (1.4) 
J.0~4 R 
Here @,, is the distributional character of rcII, R(x)f is the right translate 
offby x, m(I.,,) is the formal degree of Ham, and we sum over a set .4, which 
gives us all one-parameter families { 7~~~) of relative discrete series represen- 
tations. 
For t E Z?, h E R, let 6(r,) denote the normalized character of r:, the dual 
of TV = r Be”“. For any f o O%‘(G), 1, E /1,, and z, z’ E g, set 
f(A,: -r: 7': h: x) = d(z,*) *Q,,(R(x) f) * s(7;) m(&). (1.5) 
For each h E 68 such that Ah is regular, f(L,: T: z’: h) E V(n, : zh : T;), the 
finite-dimensional space spanned by matrix coefficients of 7clh = nh of the 
form (q,(x) ui, u,), u,~&?(n,, T,,), u;,~%‘(n,, 7;). Thus it is a relative 
cusp form by [ 11,571. We prove that for any f E ‘V(G), 1, E A,, T, z' E k, 
f(&:r:t’:x)= f(l,:ct’:h:x)dh 5 (1.6) R 
is a finite sum of wave packets of the type defined in (1.3). 
Since K is noncompact, 9?(G) contains no K-finite elements. However, 
“U(G) has a dense subspace o%?(G)K of “K-compact” functions, that is, 
functions with K-types in a compact subset of k. For each f E o’Z(G)K, there 
are finite subsets F, of no and F of R so that 
f(x)= 1 1 f(n,:T:r’:X) (1.7) 
&,GF~~,T’EF 
Thus every element of o%(G)K is a finite sum of wave packets. 
For any f~ %‘(G) we can define a function 
fr(x)= c jRQ,,(WfbG/Jdh, XEG. 
loen 
Here f =fT if and only if f E O%‘(G). In the case of a semisimpie group with 
finite center, the continuous parameter would not occur in (1.8), andf-r fT 
would be the projection of the Schwartz space onto the space of cusp 
forms. However, we can prove that in the infinite center case, for 
fo CF (G), fT is a Schwartz class function only when it is zero. Thus we 
cannot expect that there will be a simple analogue of Harish-Chandra’s 
theorem that the Schwartz space of a semisimple group with finite center 
decomposes as a direct sum of subspaces corresponding to the various 
series of tempered representations [7, Theorem 27.21. 
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In Section 2 we set up the one-parameter families { rch = nAh: h E I} of 
relative discrete series representations and review the definitions of the 
relative and global Schwartz spaces and spaces of cusp forms. 
For each h E Z, the r,-component of the character of rrh is a distribution 
on G given by a real analytic function T(F: z: h: x) of x E G. The main 
result of Section 3 is Theorem 3.1 which says that T(F: z: h: x) extends to 
be holomorphic for (h, x) E C x G*. 
In Section 4 we prove (Theorem 4.1) that the multiplicity of r,, in rch IK is 
constant for he I. We then show that the K-multiplicity theorem conjec- 
tured by Blattner is valid for all connected semisimple Lie groups. We use 
the multiplicity theorem to identify the minimal K-type of rc,, and describe 
the other K-types which can occur in xh 1 K. 
We combine the results of Sections 224 in Section 5 to show that the 
matrix coefficients f(h: x) defined in (1.2) have holomorphic extensions to 
C x G*. We also show how to construct coherent bases for the spaces 
I’(rth : rh : zh). These results are needed to show that the functions defined in 
(1.6) are finite sums of wave packets. 
In Section 6 we show that for the unbounded intervals Z, the wave 
packets defined in (1.3) give us the same class of functions as those defined 
in [ 12, Sect. 71. 
In Section 7 we look at the system of differential equations satisfied by 
the matrix coefficients f(h: x) defined in (1.2). We reduce it to a system of 
first order partial differential equations as in [ 1 ] and show that the coef- 
ficients are polynomial in h. We use this fact to extend some technical 
results of [l] needed in Section 8 to include dependence on the 
parameter h. 
In Section 8 we obtain uniform estimates for f(h: x) as h ranges over 
cl(Z), I a bounded interval. The main result is Theorem 8.1. The proof uses 
the techniques of [ 11, relined to include dependence on the parameter. 
In Section 9 we use the estimate of Theorem 8.1 to prove that the wave 
packets defined in (1.3) are Schwartz class functions when I is bounded. In 
Section 10 we show (Theorem 10.4) that the functions f(&: r: t’: h: x) 
defined in (1.5), corresponding to f~ O%?(G), are jointly smooth for 
(h, x) E R x G, and that they are Schwartz functions in h for each x E G. 
In Section 11 we use Theorem 10.4, the facts about bases of the 
V(~E~ : rh: 7;) from Section 5, and more asymptotic expansions similar to 
those of Section 8, to prove that f(A,: r: z’: x) defined in (1.6) is a finite 
sum of wave packets. 
In Section 12 we define the space ‘V(G), of K-compact functions in 
O%‘(G), prove that it is dense in O%‘(G), and use the results of Section 11 to 
show that every f E o%(G)K is a finite sum of wave packets. We also prove 
that for f E Cr (G), fr defined as in (1.8) is a Schwartz function only if it is 
zero. 
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We wish to thank Dragan MiliEii: for being so helpful, both in conver- 
sations and in writing [ 1 ] and its Appendix. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
G is a connected, simply connected, simple Lie group of hermitian type. 
We recall some structural results from [12, 18,201. Fix a Cartan 
involution 8 of the Lie algebra g. Then 8 extends to G. The fixed point set 
K = Ge contains the center Z, of G, and K/Z, is a maximal compact sub- 
group of G/Z,. Globally, K = [K, K] x ZO, where [K, K] is compact and 
simply connected and where ZO, is isomorphic to the additive group [w. 
Z= Z, n ZO, is a lattice in ZO,. Let g = f + p denote the Cartan 
(Seigenspace) decomposition. Then (k, z, <) H kz . exp( 5) is a diffeomor- 
phism of [K, K] x ZO, x p onto G. 
K contains a Cartan subgroup T of G. Let Qi denote the root system of 
(gc,f,). A root ac@ is compact if gaCfc, noncompact if gaCnc. Write 
QK for the set of compact roots, Qcjlr for the set @\QK of noncompact 
roots. 
Fix a positive root system @+ such that there is a unique noncompact 
simple root aO. Let @s = @,n @+ and @blK = @‘\@z . Then 
pc=p+ +p- where p+=CO;,,gE and p-=CQ;,xg-a, and each is 
Ad,(K)-stable and irreducible. G/K has the structure of irreducible her- 
mitian symmetric space in such a way that p + (resp. p -) represents the 
holomorphic (resp. antiholomorphic) tangent space. 
Recall the Harish-Chandra parametrization of the relative discrete series 
([6]; but see [ 19, Theorem 3.4.71 for our case). Let n c it* consists of all 1 
such that 
1 is integral: ei. is a well-defined character on T, 
(2.1) 
1 is nonsingular: (&a)#OforallaE@, 
2 is @g dominant: (~,a)~Oforalla~@K+. 
To each 2 ~/i there is a unique relative discrete series representation 7~~ of
G such that the global character Ozi is given on the regular elliptic set by 
O,,(x) = (+ 1) d(x)-’ c det(w) e’“‘“‘(x), 
WE WK 
for x E Tn G’, where A is the Weyl denominator and W, is the Weyl group 
of (I,, t e). We call 1 the Harish-Chandra parameter of nn,. 
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Note that n is a union of parallel lines { 1, = & + hv: h E &I >, each with 
finitely many points omitted, where il, is in the span of @, and vl@,. The 
set of all possible 1, is 
A, = (A, o span(@,): & is integral, @i -nonsingular, 
and 0; -dominant}. 
We normalize v by 
(2.2) 
VI@, and Kv, go> =- 
<h ao> 
1 
’ 
(2.3) 
If &ELI, then {z~=x~~+,+~ } will be called a one-parameter family of 
relative discrete series representations of G. Note that ,4, parametrizes the 
set of all the one-parameter families, and that the relative discrete series of 
G is the union of all the one-parameter families. 
Fix a one-parameter family {x,} of relative discrete series represen- 
tations of G. As above, rr,, has Harish-Chandra parameter 1, = 1, + hv. As 
A,, crosses walls of Weyl chambers we mark out numbers 
h,<h,< ... <h,: values of h where Ah is singular. (2.4a) 
Then rrh is a relative discrete series representation of G for h 4 {ho,..., hk}, 
i.e., for h in any of the k + 2 open intervals 
I, : h<h,, Z, (lsjsk): hjp,<h<hj, Zk+l: h,<h. (2.4b) 
The holomorphic and antiholomorphic relative discrete series represen- 
tations in { K~} are given by h E Zk + , and h E I,, respectively. 
When Ah is singular, say h = h,, there are two irreducible unitary 
representations rch. They are the limits by coherent continuation along the 
line ;1, + [WV of { ‘llh, :h’ E Zj} and { 7~~~ : h’ E Zj + I }. These representations are 
defined by the character formulas, (2.6). There, Zuckerman [21] proved 
that T(9: h) represents the character of a unitary representation rch, and 
Herb and Sally [9] proved that 7r1, is irreducible. When we fix an interval 
Z= Zj, and h is an endpoint of Z, then rch will always mean the limit from 
{7rh,: h’ E Z} by coherent continuation of the character formula (2.6). 
Fix an interval Z= Zj. Then {nh: h E I} is the subset of {Q} with 1, 
interior to a fixed Weyl chamber 9. The character of rch, h E cl(Z), is given 
by 
s,,(f) = JG T(9: h: x)f(x) dx forfo C: (G) (2.5) 
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for a certain function T(9: h) E L:,,(G) that is conjugation-invariant and is 
analytic on the regular set G’. We recall the formula from [lo]. Given 
x E G’ there is a &stable Cartan subgroup Hc G such that x is conjugate 
to an element ta, t E H, = H n K and u E H, = exp(h n p), and 
T(F: h: x) = (- l)q E(F) d(ta)-’ 1 det(w) e”‘*(t) 
WE WK 
(2.6) 
x 1 det(s) c(s: ~9: a) e(sw’h)y(‘Ogu) 
SE IvR 
in the notation [lo]. Here s(9) = sign narEO+ (IX, 1,) for any h E I and 
c(s: wB: a) is locally constant on the regular set in H,. 
We need a particular maximal abelian subspace a c p, defined as in [ 12, 
Sect. 33 as follows. Let {yl ,..., rl} be a maximal strongly orthogonal subset 
of Q&K such that y1 is the highest root of @ +, and for 1 < i 5 1, yi is a 
highest root in {LX ECD&,: c1 I yj for lsj<i}. Let cEInt(g,) be the 
associated Cayley transform, so a = Ad(c) t, n p has dimension I and is a 
maximal abelian subspace of p. Let A = exp,(a). If 1 E it* define i’ E a* by 
AC(H) = l(Ad(c) ~’ H) for all HE a. Let @ ,’ denote the positive system of 
roots of (g, a) given by 
@,’ = (7“: y E @+ and 7’ #O}. (2.7) 
We write p. for 4 Es,,: (dim gs) /I. Let a- denote the negative Weyl 
chamber in a with respect to @z and set A - = exp, (a - ). Then 
G=K.cl(A-).K. 
We normalize Haar measures as in [ 12, Sect. 41. Also as in [ 12, Sect. 41, 
G/K carries the riemannian structure defined by the restriction of the 
Killing form to p x p and Q: G+IW + is given by a(x) = distance( 1. K, xK). 
Fix 1;~3~ with ad([)=+i on p+. Then x E G has unique factorization 
x = exp(u[) k exp(<), where u E R, k E [K, K] and 5 E p, and we have 
4x)= 11511 and d(x)= I4 + 11511. (2.8) 
Let .E denote the zonal spherical function for 0 E a*, 
(2.9) 
where x E K. exp H(x). N with H(x) E a, Iwasawa decomposition. 
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If [ EZ let C”(G/Z, i) = {f~ Cm(G): f(xz) = c(z)-‘f(x) for XE G, 
z E Z}; If D, and D, belong to the universal enveloping algebra 4(g), and 
if r E R, we set 
D,kflr.D2= sup (1 +cr(x))’ E(x)-‘f(DILx; D2) (2.10a) 
x E G 
and define the relative Schwartz space as 
(2.10b) 
Similarly 
D, Ilf iir,D2 =sup(1+c?(x))‘8(x))‘~f(D,;x;D,)~ (2.1 la) 
XEG 
and the Schwartz space is 
w(G) = (f~ C”(G): all D, IlfIIr,D2 < 00 1. 
c 
(2.11b) 
There are continuous inclusions of dense subspaces given by 
C: (G/Z, 0 c WW.5 0 c L,(GI& 0 and C:(G)c%T(G)cL,(G). 
(2.12) 
Set fr (x) = JZf(xz) i(z) dz. Then f ++ fi defines continuous maps 
C’(G) -, CF (G/Z, 0, V(G) + WG/Z, 0, and L(G) --) L2(G/Z, 0. 
Let f E 9?(G) and P’ = M’A’N’ a parabolic subgroup of G. We set 
fP’(x) = jNp f (xn’) dn’. f is a cusp form if f p’ = 0 for all parabolic subgroups 
P’ $ G. Similarly, if f E %( G/Z, c) then f is a relative cusp form if f p’ = 0 for 
all parabolics P’ s G. We denote the spaces of cusp forms and relative 
cusp forms by 
‘VI(G) and oWG/Z 0. (2.13) 
If f E V(G) then f E O%‘(G) if and only if fi E ‘%?(G/Z, [) for every [ E Z 
[ 12, Lemma 4.81. 
K-finite matrix coefficients of relative-discrete series representations are 
relative cusp forms, and ‘%(G/Z, c) is the closed subspace of %(G/Z, [) 
spanned by K-finite relative discrete series matrix coefficients. See [ll, 
Sect. 51. In this paper we show that O%‘(G) is the closed subspace of V(G) 
spanned by wave packets, along the continuous parameter, of K-finite 
relative discrete series matrix coefficients. 
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3. K-COMPONENTS OF CHARACTERS 
Fix a one-parameter family {K~} of relative discrete series represen- 
tations of G, an interval Z= Zj as in (2.4) and the corresponding Weyl 
chamber 9, and the function T(Y) of (2.5) and (2.6) that represents the 
character 0 nh, h E cl(Z). 
Consider a one-parameter family z = { zh : h E C} of irreducible represen- 
tations of K, where r,, = z,, @ ehv with zO unitary. So rh is unitary just when 
h is real. 
The z,-component of Q,, is a distribution on G that is integration 
against a real analytic function T(9: t: h). In this section we prove that 
T(%: 2: h) is very well behaved as h varies over cl(Z). Fix a paracompact 
complex manifold G[@] containing G and with dim. G[C] = dim R G, for 
example the holomorphic groupoid P, Z& P- of [ 121. The result is 
3.1. THEOREM. There is a complex neighborhood G* of G in G[C] such 
that T(%: z) extends uniquely from Ix G to a jointly holomorphic function 
on @ x G*. 
We start with two lemmas. 
3.2. LEMMA. For each XE G’ the function T(%: h: x), given by (2.6), is 
holomorphic in hE @. For each h E @, T(%: h)E L{,,(G) and is invariant 
under conjugation, and thus defines an invariant distribution Q(%: h) on G 
by 
fw@(%:h:f)=JoT(%:h:x)f(x)dx. 
For each f E CF (G), @(%: h: f) is holomorphic in h E @. 
3.3. LEMMA. Let (X, 9, dx) be a measure space. For every t E R let 
J(t)E L,(X, SY’, dx) such that 
(i) t + J( t: x) is a differentiable function of t, a.e. x E X; 
(ii) tf 0 c R is compact here exists Ho E L, (X, $9, dx) such that, for 
all tEQ, laJ(t: x)/at1 S [H,(x)1 a.e. XE X. 
Then fx J(t: x) dx is a differentiable function of t E R, and 
aJ( t: x) 
at, a f J(t:x)dx=/x7dx. 
580/73/l-4 
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Proof. Given t, apply the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem 
to a sequence of difference quotients dn(x) that converge to aJ(t: x)/at. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of 3.2. Every w E W, fixes v so ewAh( t) = eh”(t) ewk( t). Let 
t = t’ * exp(u[) where c E jK is normalized by ad(i + = i and where 
t’ E Hn [K, K]. Then eh”( t) = e ““K) So e”‘“*(t) is holomorphic in h. . 
Similarly e (SW&)‘(l’SU) = eh(sv),‘(logU)e(swlO)‘(lOga) has form cehd and so is a well- 
defined holomorphic function of ~EC. Now the same follows for 
T(9: h: x). 
For every hi@, IA(x)1 . IT(9: h: x)1 is bounded on compact subsets of 
G, because it is the absolute value of the numerator in (2.6). 
We check that T(9: h) E L:,,(G) for every h E C. Let w E G be compact 
and let f E C: (G), all values 2 0, with fl, = 1. Write T for T(B: h). Then 
j w IW)l dxS jG IT(x)lf(x)~x 
5 I;\ I W,I -’ jH 14x11. IT(x IF~(x)I dx 
where {H} is a system of representatives of the conjugacy classes of Cartan 
subgroups of G, each B(H) = H, and F’ is the invariant integral of f 
relative to H. Since f~ CF (G), Fy has compact support oH c H and is 
smooth on Hn G’ with only finite jumps across the singular set. Thus Fy is 
bounded. Now 
j IT(x)1 dx5 (constant) 1 j IA(x)1 . IT(x)1 dx. (3.4) 
” {H) OH 
The latter is finite because IA(x)1 I T(x)/ is bounded on each of the compact 
sets oH. Thus T(5: h) E L;,,(G). 
Since T(9: h) is L,‘,,, and conjugation invariant, it defines an invariant 
distribution Q(9: h) as asserted. To see that O(9: h:f) if holomorphic 
for any fe CF (G), we apply Lemma 3.3 with A’= G, J(t: x) = 
T(9: h + te”: x)f(x), H,(x) = ~,d(x)~‘f(x), 
Then 
c, = sup sup 
rei2 xesupp(f) 
t (d(x) T(9: h + te”: x)) . 
; Q(9: h:f) = jG ; T(9: h: x)f(x) dx = 0. Q.E.D. 
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Recall the infinite cyclic group Z = Z, n ZO,, which is of finite index in 
Z, and is a lattice in ZO,. Since each r,, is an irreducible representation 
~~ @ ehv of K, its restriction to Z is a multiple of a quasi-character 
j?(h): z + c*, 
Th(XZ) = jqh: z) Th(X) forhE@,xEK,zEZ. 
We call /l(h) the Z-character of t,,. Similarly, the character formula (2.6) 
shows that 
T(F: h: x) = [(h: z) T(F: h: xz) forhEC,xEG’,zEZ, (3.4a) 
where 
[(h: z) = ezhep(z) = ehvpP(z), i.e., <(h)=ehY-PIz. (3.4b) 
If t,, occurs as a subrepresentation of nh, then they must have the same 
Z-character, i.e., b(h) = c(h). If P(h) = c(h) for some h E @ then p(h) = c(h) 
for every h E C. Since there is no point in studying K-types that do not 
occur, from now on we assume that 
zh and rc,, have the same Z-character for some (hence all) 
h E cl(Z), (3.5a) 
or, equivalently, 
t,, has Z-character i(h) = ehv ~ p 1 z for some (hence all) h E C. (3.5b) 
Let zt denote the dual (contragredient) of rh, rz = r$Oe-h’. Then 
(zh(x) v, T:(X) u*) = (u, u*) where u is in the representation space V of th, 
where v* E V*, and where ( , ) is the C-bilinear pairing of V with V*. The 
normalized character of rz is 
6,(x) = 6(r: h: x) = degree(z,) trace(z,*(x)). (3.6a) 
It depends holomorphically on h and satisfies S,(xz) = c(h: z)-’ 6,(x) for 
xo K and ZEZ. Now 
(6h*Kf)(x) = 1 b,@)f(k-‘x) & fe CP (‘3, (3.6b) 
K 
satisfies (6, *K f)(xz) = [(h: 2))’ f (6, *K f)(x) for xE G and ZE 2. From 
(3.4), T(9: h: x). (6, *K f)(x) is a well defined function of XZE G/Z. 
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3.7. LEMMA. For every h E @ there is a distribution 8(.9: 2: h) on G given 
by 
f~ O(.F: T: h:f) = j- T(9: h: x). (6, *K f)(x) d(x2). 
G/Z 
For each f E CF (G), O(9: 2: h: f) is holomorphic in h E C. 
Proof: f1+6~ *K f is a continuous map from C;(G) to CF(G/Z, c(h)). 
Since T(B: h) E L:,,(G) and the integrand is well defined on G/Z, 
4 H jc,z T(B: h: x) 4(x) d(xZ) is a continuous map from CT (G/Z, c(h)) to 
@. Thus 8(9: t: h) is a well-defined distribution on G. 
8,,(x) is visibly holomorphic in h E C and smooth in (h: x) E @ x K. Write 
h, for h + te”. Apply Lemma 3.3 with X= K, J(t: x)=dh,(x)f(x-‘g) 
and Hn(x)=f(x-‘g) suplEn ~up~-~~~-~~~~~~I(a/at) S,,(x)  to see that 
t6h *K f)(g) is holomorphic in h E @ for every g E G. 
Now apply Lemma 3.3 with X= G/Z, J(t: x) = T(9: h,: x)(6,, *K f)(x) 
and H,=cnId(x)I-’ $,(x), where w=(K*supp(f))/Z is compact in 
G/Z tic,, is the characteristic function of o c G/Z, and cg = 
sup,,, SUPXZEUJ I(&T(t: x)/at) d(x)1 to see that we can move a/ah under the 
integral that defines O(Y: r: h: f ). The integrand is holomorphic in h E @, 
so also O(s: t: h: f) is holomorphic in h E C. Q.E.D. 
Note that O(F: t: h) is the convolution O(F: h) *K,z 8,, of distributions. 
Thus O(9: r: h) is the z,-component of O(Y: h). 
O(9: h) is an eigendistribution of the center of s(g), so its K-component 
O(F: t: h) is given by integration against a real analytic function 
T(9: t: h) on G (see [ll, Appendix to Sect. 8.3.93 or the argument of 
Lemma 3.11) 
@(~:r:h:f)=~~T(~:~:h:x)f(x)dx forf E C;(G). (3.8) 
We now start to investigate the dependence of T(9: 2: h: x) on h E @. 
3.9. LEMMA. Given gECF(c) and feCT(G), denote Y(g@f)= 
SC 8(9: t: h: f) g(h) dh. Then for every g E CF (@), f + Y(g@f) is a distri- 
bution on G. 
Proof: We must show that !I’( g @ f) is continuous in $ To do this, let 0 
be an open subset of G with compact closure 8. We will find a constant 
m=m(Co:F:t:g) such that IY(g@f)l sm.suplf(x)l for allfECF(O). 
G is diffeomorphic to ZO, x [K, K] x exp(p). Let S be the projection of 8 
to K= ZO, x [K, K]. Choose a finite closed interval J in the real line Z$ 
such that ZO, = ZJ. Then G = ZG1 where G, = J. [K, K] . exp(p). 
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Let s’ denote the support of g, compact subset of C, and assume 
h constrained to lie in s’. If G,(k)f(k-‘x) #O with XEG, then 
k-‘xE fl, so k is contained in the compact set J. [K, K] . S-‘. Deline 
a=sup{(6,(k)l: ~ESI and kEJ* [K, K]*S-I}. Now I(S,*,f)(x)lS 
~~vol(J~[K,K]~S~~)~sup,~~ If(y)I for all XEG, and AES). 
Let s” denote the projection of B to exp(p). If XE G, then 
(6,*,f)(x) #O implies that x belongs to the compact set 
G1 n {K8= KS”} = J* [K, K] . s”. The only dependence on h in the right- 
hand side of (3.4) is in IA(x)1 . I T(x)l, the absolute value of the numerator 
in (2.6), which is bounded on compact subsets of C x G. Thus 
b=s~p{IIT(%:h)ll.l~,.~~,~,.~): h~S’}<co, and we compute 
(Q(R: IJ: h:j-)I = I T(9: h: x). (6, eK f)(x) d(xZ) 
GIZ 
5 
I 
IT(F: h: x)1 . I(S, *K f)(x)1 dx 
GI 
la.b.vol(JfK,K]Y-‘)suplf(y)l 
y E G 
for all ho s’. 
Let m=a.b.vol(J.[K,K].S-‘).llglI.,(.,. Then 
I fWOf)l 5 m f suplf(x)l for allfE CF (Lo). Q.E.D. 
3.10. LEMMA. ‘Y(b) = jc & T(F: T: h: x) b(h: x) dx} dh defines a dis- 
tribution on 62 x G. 
Proof Y(g@f)=@q?F: t: h:f) g(h) dh is continuous in gE C:(C) 
because @(F: t: h:f) is holomorphic in h, and !P(g@f) is continuous in 
frz CF (G) by Lemma 3.9. Now that g@f++ !P( g@f) is separately con- 
tinuous, it is jointly continuous by Schwartz’ Nuclear Theorem. Q.E.D. 
3.11. LEMMA. T(F: r) is real analytic on @ x G. 
Proof: Let OG~ a(g) and SZ,E Z??(I) denote the respective Casimir 
elements, sums of squares of elements of g-orthonormal bases. Then 
0 = Q($F: 2: h) satisfies 
~~~~=~ll~,l12-llPl12~Q and ~,~~=~Il~~+PKII*-llPK11*~~~ 
where pL is the highest weight of t,,. Thus 0 is annihilated by the elliptic 
operator on G, 
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As @(St: r: h:f) is holomorphic in h, it is annihilated by the elliptic 
operator d = (8*/&‘)+ (8*/&1*) in @, where h = u+ iv. Now the dis- 
tribution Y is annihilated by the elliptic operator A + 52, on @ x G. Thus 
7’(F: r) is real analytic on @ x G. Q.E.D. 
3.12. LEMMA. For each x E G, T(9: 2: h: x) is holomorphic in h E @. 
ProojY T(9: r) is analytic on @ x G by Lemma 3.11, so iffE CF (G) we 
can differentiate past the integral: 
0=&3?~h:/)=~o{&T(P:r:h:x)}f(x)dx. Q.E.D. 
3.13. LEMMA. Let T: @x G --) C be a real analytic function such that 
T(h: x) is holomorphic in h E @. Then there is a neighborhood G* of G in 
G[C] such that T extends uniquely to a holomorphic function on @ x G*. 
ProoJ Every gE G has a real analytic local coordinate neighborhood 
(U,,u,) with u,(g)=0 and ug(Ug)= (y~5Y: )/yJl<r,}, m=dim.G. 
There, we have a power series expansion T(h: x) = C a,(h) u,(x)“’ with 
radius of convergence rg for all h E C. So Ug has a complex neighborhood 
Uz in G[@] such that T extends uniquely to a separately holomorphic 
function T, on @ x U:. A theorem of Hartogs [ 13, Theorem 2.2.81 says 
that T, is jointly holomorphic. 
Q= Ug4 U,* is a complex neighborhood of G in G[@], and 
{ 17:: gE G} is an open cover of s2. Since G[@] is paracompact, 
{U,*: g E G} has a locally finite refinement { I/,: M. E A }. At the cost of 
shrinking Sz, we may assume that each V, is connected and meets G. Then 
for each CI we have a unique holomorphic extension FX of TI C X ( Van Gj to 
@ x I/, . Any g E G has a connected neighborhood W, in Sz that meets only 
finitely many V,, with T,=TB on Cx(W,nV,nVVB). Now TIcXCwgnGj 
has a unique holomorphic extension ‘T, to @ x W,, and ‘T, = ‘T,, on 
Cx(W,nW,)forallg,hEG. 
Lemma 3.13 is proved with G* = Ugsc. W,. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. According to Lemma 3.11, T(F: r) is the uni- 
que real analytic extension from Ix G to C x G of the analytic functions 
that represent he z,-component of Q,,,. T(9: r) is holomorphic in h by 
Lemma 3.12. Lemma 3.13 provides a complex neighborhood G* of G in 
G[C] such that T(8: r) extends uniquely to a jointly holomorphic 
function on C x G*. Q.E.D. 
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4. K-COMPONENTS OF REPRESENTATIONS 
Fix a one-parameter family {rrh} of relative discrete series represen- 
tations of G, an interval I as in (2.4), the corresponding Weyl chamber 9, 
and a one-parameter family t of irreducible representations of K. In this 
section we first prove 
4.1. THEOREM. The multiplicity of z,, in x,, 1 K is constant as h ranges over 
the closure of I. 
We then apply Theorem 4.1 to prove the Blattner multiplicity formula 
for the K-spectra of the z,,, and from that we obtain Schmid’s lowest 
K-type theorem. The lowest K-type plays a key role in Sections 5 and 6 
where we construct holomorphic families of matrix coefficients. 
In proving Theorem 4.1 we assume (3.5) that zh and K,, have the same 
Z-character i(h) for all h E cl(Z). For otherwise rh has constant multiplicity 
0 in rc,, 1 K. Denote 
~(%I): the representation space of rr,,, (4.2a) 
2f(7c, : Th)3 the z,-isotypic component of %a(~~). (4.2b) 
Standard Schur orthogonality considerations [ 19, Sect. 23 give us 
4.3. LEMMA. The orthogonal projection p(t: h): %(?I,,) -+ X(X,,: t,,) is 
given by 
p(z:h)v=j 6(z: h: k) 7~~ (k) v d(kZ), 
KIZ 
where @t: h) is the normalized character (3.6) of 7:. 
We use this to express K-components of characters: 
4.4. LEMMA. For each hEcl(Z), let {v~,~,..., v (,,,,} be any orthonormal 
basis of X(n,: zh). Then T(9: 2: h: x)=x1 S i5 +,) (zh(x) v,,~, v~,~). 
Proof Let #E C?(G) and UE ~?(rr~). Then 
p(z:h)-r,(&v=j c5(t:h:k)zh(k)zh(d)vd(kZ) 
KIZ 
= 6(t: h: k) 4(x) q,(kx) u dx d(kZ) 
= s s 6(~: h: k) qS(k- ‘x) 7~~ (x) v dk d(xZ) G/Z K 
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Thus 
trace %(4z: h) *K 4) = 1 C%(4) ui,h, Ui,h) 
I$i$r 
Now the two analytic functions of XE G, 
T(P: 5: h) and x+ 1 (ICL(X) Oi.h, ui,h) 
I$ijr 
are equal because they represent he same distribution Q(9: t: h). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. It is equivalent to show that dim %(rr,,: rh) 
is constant as h ranges over cl(Z). According to Lemma 4.4, 
T(F:~:h:l)==dim#(x h : th) for hEcl(Z). Since T(F : z : h : 1) is 
holomorphic in h E @, that dimension is constant in h E cl(Z). Q.E.D. 
Now set the one-parameter families aside an consider a single relative 
discrete series representation rrl, A E it* as in (2.1). Let F denote the Weyl 
chamber that contains 1. It determines a positive root system 
G+(F)= {a~@:~>0 on F}= {CUE@: (n,x)>O}. (45a) 
Set @z,/,(R) = Q’(F)\@,’ and define 
If p E it* then Q(F : p) denotes the number of distinct ways in which p 
can be expressed as a sum of elements of @&JF). 
Now weaken the condition on rr,, allowing it to be a limit (by coherent 
continuation along a one-parameter family, as discussed in Section 2) of 
relative discrete series representations x1, with A’EF. These limits are 
important in the sequel. 
Here is the statement of the K-multiplicity theorem conjectured by 
Blattner for nonsingular A: 
4.6. THEOREM. Let p~it* such that 2(p, a)/(a, a) is a nonnegative 
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integer for all aE@K+. Then the irreducible representation z, of K with 
highest weight p has multiplicity 
1 Ww) QW: W(P + PA - (A+ P~&W)) in na IK. 
WEWK 
We need the multiplicity theorem for the easier part of Schmid’s lowest 
K-type theorem, which is an immediate consequence: 
4.7. THEOREM. The irreducible constituents of n, IK are all of the form 
ta _ PK + PC,Kcs, + A where A is a sum of elements of @ + (F), and r2 _ PK + PG,KCS, 
has multiplicity 1 in 7~ 1K. 
Schmid first proved Blattner’s conjecture for linear semisimple groups of 
hermitian type [14], then proved the lowest K-type theorem and “half’ of 
the Blattner conjecture, for linear semisimple groups [ 151, and with Hecht 
completed the proof of the Blattner formula for linear semisimple groups 
[S]. Schmid later indicated an argument for obtaining both results for 
semisimple groups with finite center [16]. 
Independently and at about the same time, Enright proved the mul- 
tiplicity formula for his modules W,, [3, Sects. 15 and 161. His result with 
Wallach [4, Theorem 6.21 identifies W,,I as a relative discrete series 
module for 1 sufficiently nonsingular and a tensoring argument extends the 
identification throughout the closure of F. 
We need the K-multiplicity theorem for our group G, which has infinite 
center. As noted just above, it is due to Enright. But we do not need to go 
through all that, because it follows very easily by combining Theorem 4.1 
with Schmid’s early result [14] on linear semisimple groups of hermitian 
type, as follows. 
4.8. Proof of Theorems. Embed nA in a one-parameter family {K,,} and 
let Z be the interval corresponding to the Weyl chamber 9. Then X~ = rchs 
for some h’ E cl(Z). Let z = { rh) be the one-parameter family of irreducible 
representations of K such that T,,’ has highest weight p. Then z,, has highest 
weight ph = (h -h’) v + ,u. 
If wE W, then w(v)=v, so 
W(Ph + PK) - b&l + PG,K(W) = W(P + PK) - (A+ PG,K(W) (4.9) 
for all h E C, in particular for all h E cl(Z). Thus the multiplicity of T,, in rch )K 
asserted by Theorem 4.6 is constant as h ranges over cl(Z). Theorem 4.1 
says that the actual multiplicity T,, in zh 1 K is constant as h ranges over cl(Z). 
Thus we need only find a single value h” E cl(Z) such that Theorem 4.6 is 
true for 7+. Now just let h” be an endpoint of Z. Then nh” factors through 
the analytic subgroup Gn for g in the complex simply-connected group G, 
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with Lie algebra gc. See [ 10, Proposition 1.41. So the Blattner formula 
proved by Schmidt [ 143 for the linear case implies the result in general. 
Q.E.D. 
4.10. Remark. Combine Theorem 4.6 for simple groups of hermitian 
type, with Schmidt [ 161 or Enright [3] for simple groups not of hermitian 
type, to see that Blattner’s formula holds for all connected semisimple 
Lie groups. Now it is straightforward to extend the result to the class of 
reductive Lie groups considered in [lo, 11, 191. In the notation of [ 19, 
Sect. 31, x1 is replaced by n,, = Indg+(X@7r,) and z, is replaced by 
? x.~ = Ind Llct(XO~J. 
5. SMOOTH FAMILIES OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS-THE NONHOLOMORPHIC 
DISCRETE SERIES CASE 
Retain the notation of Section 2 and 3 and suppose that the interval I is 
finite. Fix z1 and TV, one-parameter families of finite dimensional, not 
necessarily irreducible, representations of K that agree with (rrh} and each 
other on the center of G in the sense that, for h~cl(Z), 
ri,h Iz and rch )z are multiples of the same c(h) E 2, 
and such that each t; has &character in the sense that 
(5.la) 
Tlh(kz) = [(ti: h: z) Ti,Jk) for k E K and z E 20, where 
[(zi: h)~ SK with [(ti: h: z) = i(z,: 0: z) e”“(z). (5.lb) 
Let 6(~,: h) denote the sum of the normalized characters of the distinct 
irreducible summands of 75. Then Lemma 4.3 is valid as stated, with ti in 
place of f. Also, if h E cl(Z) we denote 
V(rr,: z1 : tl) : the linear space of functions on G spanned by the 
x++ (Q(X) 02, Vl>, viE~(Q: Ti,h). (5.2) 
Note that V(n,: r,: 2,)~ z(n,: ri *)@#(nh: T~,~)*. 
In this section we study the family of functions f = f(tl : z2) such that 
f(h: x) is jointly holomorphic in (h : x) E C x G*, (5.3a) 
ifhEcl(I)then f(h)E V(x,,:rl:t2). (5.3b) 
Then we indicate the connection between the functions (5.3) and 
hoiomorphic families of spherical functions for the double representations 
of K associated to z, and zz. Finally we check that the results also hold 
when Z is an initial segment of one of the two infinite intervals (2.4). 
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The main results on families of matrix coefficient functions (5.3) are 
5.4. THEOREM. Iff=f( ~~ : z2) satisfies (5.3), and tf D,, D, E a(g), then 
f(zl: TV: h: D,;x; D2) is a finite sum of functions that satisfy (5.3) for 
possibly different pairs (t3: TV) of one-parameter families of finite dimen- 
sional representations of K for which (5.1) holds. 
5.5. THEOREM. Zf h’ E cl(Z) and 4 E V(n,.: 21 : Q) then there is a function 
f = f(z, : TV) that satisfies (5.3) such that f(h’: x) = I(x) for all XE G. 
We will prove Theorem 5.4 as a fairly formal consequence of the 
definition (5.3), and then apply the results of Sections 3 and 4 for the 
construction required in Theorem 5.5. 
5.6. LEMMA. Decompose a(g) = C,, CK,zj. S2(g)O into Ad,(K)-isotypic 
subspaces. Given zi and given a E (K/Z)*, there is a one parameter family 
t = z(zi: C) of finite dimensional representations of K such that t has a 
Z&character in the sense of (5.1) and 
for all h E cl(Z). 
Proof It s&ices to prove the lemma in the case where the 7i,h are 
irreducible. 
Let q,,=nO+hv be the highest weight of 7i,h. Then 
ddWg)o) * x(n h: ~~,h) c X(n,: 7(t,: CT: h)) where 7(~~: CT: h) is the sum of 
the irreducible representations /I E K such that fi is a summand of uQ~~,~. 
This is a finite sum, and every such /3 has Z$character [(/I) = 
i(O) ’ i(7i,hl = (T(~). it7i,0)} ehv. Also, /I has highest weight of the form /I = 
o +x0+ hv where CI~ is a weight of z~,~, so /l~o/l G //loll and thus IIPII Q 
1bl1 + bkll + maXhaclLI) Ilhvll. Now we may take t = (7,,@ehv} where 7,, is 
the sum of all /Ion K with ~(&,)=~(o)~~(z,,~) and minh.C,C,t l/Z&,+ hvII < 
Iloll + Ilhll + maXhEcl(I) I WI. Q.E.D. 
5.7. Proof of Theorem 5.4. It suftices to prove the theorem in the case 
where we have O, , g2 E (K/Z) A such that 
D: E Wg),, and 
where, as usual, D H D* denotes the C-antilinear antiautomorphism of 
a(g) given by 5 H - 5 for all 5 E g. 
Since f is jointly holomorphic on C x G*, so is f’(h: x) = 
f(h: D,;x; D2). For h E cl(Z) express f(h: x) = &k aJh)(n,(x) v~,~, u~.~) 
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where v~,~ E A?(rch: z*,~) and Uk,h E X(a,: z~,~). Then f’(h: x) = 
Z&;;"jk(h)(nh(x) dzh(D2) vj,fi, dnh(Df) Uk,h), and we use Lemma 5.6 to see 
dnh(D2) ’ vj,h E *(n/t: z4,h), 
dnh(D:) ’ Uk,h E x(%, : z,,h), 
where r:+* = t(ri, a,). Q.E.D. 
For h E cl(Z) we know that rrh has lowest K-type z,,~ of highest weight 
ph = Ah - PK + PG,K(F). (5.8) 
Define 
t+b(%):@xG*-+@ by t,b(s:h:x)= j e-+*(t) T(%: zo: h: tx) d(C), 
T/Z 
(5.9) 
where T c K is our fundamental Cartan subgroup of G. 
5.10. PROPOSITION. t,b(S) is jointly holomorphic on @ x G*. Zf he cl(Z) 
and vh is a unit highest vector in #(xn,: s,,,), then tj(%: h: x) = 
(zh(X) uh, vh). 
Remark. We have no control of the phase in the choice of uh, but that 
indeterminacy cancels in (q(x) vh, v*). 
ProoJ: The integrand in (5.9) is holomorphic in (h: x: t), and T/Z is 
compact, so we can bring derivatives past the integral and conclude that 
$(%) is holomorphic. 
Let vh = ul,h in Lemma 4.4 and suppose there that each vi,h is a weight 
vector, say of weight Vj,h. Then vi,h # ph for i > 1, so 
s e-Yt)<nh(tx) VQ,, ui,h) 4tZ) TIZ 
= (“Ch(X) vi,h, Vi,h > 
s 
e-‘Lh+Y8-h(t) d Z) 
T/Z 
=o for i> 1. 
If i= 1 the same calculation yields (rrh(x) u~,~, v~,~). Sum over i and use 
Lemma 4.4 to conclude $(% : h : x) = (7tJx) vh) vh >. Q.E.D. 
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5.11. COROLLARY. LetD,,D,E%!(g). Then (h:x)~ti(9:h:Df;x;D~) 
is holomorphic on C x G*, and z$hEcl(Z) andxEG then $(F:h:Df:x;D,)= 
(G(X) hz(Dd uh, ddD1) u/z)- 
We would like to have elements D,, 0; e&(g) such that the 
$(Y: h: D,+;x; Dk) form a basis of V(~L~: t, rZ), at least for h in a sub- 
interval of I. That seems to be impossible, so we use the projections of 
Lemma 4.3. Here 6(r:: h) denotes the sum of the normalized characters of 
the distinct irreducible summands of r l.h. 
5.12. PROPOSITION. Let D1, D, E 42(g). Define $(9: D, : D,: t, : Q): 
CxG*+@ by 
$(F:D,:D,:~,:q:h:x) 
=6(~;: h)*,,$(F:h: D:;x; D,)*,&&: h). (5.13a) 
Then $(F: D, : D,: 21 : T*) is holomorphic on C x G*, and if h E cl(Z) and 
XEG then 
$(F:D,:D,:t,:q:h:x) 
= <%(x) P(Q: h) dn,,(DJ vh, P(T,: h) d%(Dl) v/,). (5.13b) 
Prooj Expand (5.13a)toseethat $(F:D,:D,:z,:r,:h:x)isgivenby 
s s J(K:: h: k,) t/9(9-: h: Df;k;‘xk,; DJ 6(2,: h: k2) d(k,Z) d(k,Z). K/Z K/Z 
The integrand is holomorphic in (h: x) and jointly analytic in (h : x: k, : k,). 
Since K/Z is compact we can move derivatives past the integrals and con- 
clude that t&F: D,: D,: K, : t2) is holomorphic. 
Now let h E cl(Z) and x E G. Then the above expression can be written as 
s s &K:: hk,)(%(k,‘xb) d%,(D,) v/,, 4 (D1) v,z) KJZ K/Z 
x c?(K,: h: k,) d(k,Z) d&Z) 
d(%: h: ‘b) nh(k2) dnh(&) vh d&z), 
5 S(z,:h:k)71h(k,)d~k(D1)d(klZ) KIZ > 
= (%,(x) P(%: h) dn,(D,) vhv P(z,: h) d%,(Dl) vh) 
as asserted in (5.13b). Q.E.D. 
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Now we are ready for the construction in Theorem 5.5. 
5.14. THEOREM. Fix h’ E cl(Z). Choose buses { u1 ,..., u,} of %?(nh,: z,,~,) 
and { WI,..., w,} of S’o(7~h. : tz,h,). Let {Dj}, {D;} c +2(g) such that 
dn,.(Dj). v,,’ = vj and dz,,,(D;) . II,,’ = wk (5.15a) 
and define 
fi/,(h:x)=+(Y:Dj:D;:y~2:h:x) 
in the notation (5.13a). 
(5.15b) 
(1) The fjk are holomorphic on @ x G*. 
(2) fjk(h’: X)= (7C,,,(X) wk, Vj> for all XEG. 
(3) There is a neighborhood J of h’ in cl(Z) such that, if h E J then 
{fjk(h)} is a basis of V(nh: 21 : tZ). 
(4) For every h E Cl(Z), fjk(h) E V(~C,,: tl: 7~). 
Proof: Assertions (1 ), (2), and (4) follow from Proposition 5.12. 
Let P be the complex projective space based on the p x q matrices. Then 
W={@jk],h)EPx@: ~CZj,&k(h)=O} is a holomorphic subvariety of 
P x @. The projection of W to @ is a proper holomorphic map whose image 
omits h’, hence omits a neighborhood of h’. Assertion (3) follows using 
Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D. 
5.15. Remark. The last part of the argument of Theorem 5.14 actually 
shows that the fjk(h) are linearly independent except possibly on a discrete 
set of values h E @. Thus, in Theorem 5.14(3), we may take J to be 
W\{b,,..., 6,) where h’ # bi E cl(Z). 
5.16. Proof of Theorem 5.5. We use the notation and results of 
Theorem 5.14. Let 4 E V(n,. : r, : r2) and express 
ti(x)=C ajk<nh’(X) wk, vj>, ajk l @. 
Then f = C ujkfik satisfies (5.3) and f(h’) = 4. Q.E.D. 
We will need a certain consequence of Theorem 5.4, or rather of 
Theorem 5.14. Let us agree to say that a function d(h) is differentiable of 
class C’ (I = 0, l,...; co) on an interval J if 4 is differentiable of class C’ on 
the interior of J and if, for any boundary point b E J, 
ak4 the one-sided derivatives ahk (b) exist for k < 1 and 
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We use Theorem 5.14 in 
5.17. THEOREM. Let J be a subinterval of cl(Z) such that we have {fik } as 
in Theorem 5.14, where {j&(h)} is a basis of V(A,: t,: f2) for every hE J. 
Let 
ajk: J-t@ and f(h)=Cajdh).&(h). 
Suppose that for every x E G, h H f(h: x) is a C/function on J. Then each ajk 
is a C’ function on J. 
Proof. V(z,,: 21 : r2) has dimension n = pq where p and q are the respec- 
tive dimensions of the Z(rc,: z~,~). If x E G we define e(h: x) E V(z,: 21 : z2)* 
by e(h: x) * 4(h) = &h: x). If 4(h) E V(7ch: t1 : t2) such that every 
e(h : x) .4(h) = 0, then d(h) = 0. Thus for every h E cl(l), the e(h : x), x E G, 
span V(n,: tl: t2)*. 
Let h’ E J and choose (x1,..., x,} c G, n = pq, such that {e(h’ : x,)} is a 
basis of V(x,,: 21 : r2)*. Then 
fi,(h: x,) fil(h: 4 ... f,,(h: x,x) 
is nonsingular for h = h’, hence nonsingular for h in a neighborhood U of h’ 
in @. Now h H M(h)-’ is a holomorphic map from U to Fx ‘. 
If h E cl(Z) define eh: V(xh:z,:t,)+@” by eh .4(h) = 
(&h: xi),..., b(h: x,)). Then h -P eh. f(h) is a C’ map from J to @“. Now 
hH (eh .flh)) -M(h)-’ is a C’ map from Jn U to 02”. Denote 
r(j,k)=(j-l)p+k and M(h)-’ = (mjdh)) 
and compute, for h E Jn U, 
j,kc 
I 
a,.k@) if d= r(j’, k’) = 
0 otherwise. 
Thus ajk lJn U is C’. In other words, if h’ E J then each ajk is C’ on some 
neighborhood Jn U of h’ in J. So the aj are C’ functions on J. Q.E.D. 
Now we indicate the relation between matrix coefficients and spherical 
functions. 
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We have K= K’ x ZO, where K’ = [K, K] is compact and simply connec- 
ted. Note that ~~~~ 1 K is independent of h E @ and write zi = ri,h 1 K’. Similarly 
write 6(ri) for the normalized character of t*, i.e. 6(zi) = 6(r,: h)l K’. 
Suppose, for each h E C, that f(h) E C”(G) satisfies 
f(h: z,xz,)=[(z,: h: z,) [(q: h: z2)f(h: x) for xEGandziEZ% 
(5.18a) 
and 
f(h: x)=d(z:) *K’f(h: x) *K’h(r,) for xEGandhEC=. 
(5.18b) 
Compare (5.13a). Then, for each (h : x) E @ x G, we define F(h : x) E 
L’(K’ x K’) by 
F(h:x:k,:k,)=f(h:k,‘xk;‘) for kiEK’. (5.19) 
Since f(h) is K-finite of type (T:, z,), for all h E @, 
E(r,:r,:f)=span{F(h:x):hEC and XEG} (5.20) 
is a finite dimensional subspace of L2(R x K’). 
For each h E @ let (r;,,, &) denote the double representation of K on 
E = E(t, : z2 : f) given by 
[~Jz,k,)F&(z2k2)](k;: k;)=[(z,: h: zI) [(TV: h: z2) F(k;‘k;: k;k;‘) 
(5.21) 
for zi E P, and ki, k: E K’. If M is any subgroup of K we note that 
EM = {FEE: 7;,Jm) Fr;,(m-‘) = F for all m E M} (5.22) 
is independent of h E C. 
Use (5.18) and (5.19) to check that each F(h: X)EE is a (7;,h, T;,*)- 
spherical function in the sense that 
F(h: k,xk,) = &(kl) F(h: x) &(k2) for k,eK. (5.23) 
5.24. Remark. In particular, if f =f(z, : t2) satisfies (5.3), then each 
f(h) satisfies (5.18), and the associated family F= F(f): C x G-+ E of 
(6,h~ 6 h )-spherical functions is holomorphic in h E C and analytic in x E G. 
We refer to F(f) as a holomorphic family of (2; , z;)-spherical functions 
corresponding to the relative discrete series for the interval I. 
Finiteness of Z was used only in Lemma 5.6, to ensure that certain 
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functions reached their minima and maxima on cl(Z). Thus, if J is one of 
the two infinite intervals of (2.4), 
t-00, M of (hk, cQ)Y 
then all the results of this section hold when Z is replaced by a segment 
(4 ho) or (L 6) 
of J. We will use this fact in Section 11. 
6. SMOOTH FAMILIES OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS- 
THE HOLOMORPHIC DISCRETE SERIES CASE 
In this section we reformulate and sharpen the results of Section 5 for the 
case where the interval Z is infinite, and we compare the resulting 
holomorphic families of matrix coefficients with the one-parameter families 
of [ 121. Then we use the results of [ 121 for estimates at infinity in order to 
study wave packets based on the holomorphic families of matrix coef- 
ficients and on Schwartz functions on Z. 
Estimates and results for the holomorphic relative discrete series interval 
{h E R: h > hk} imply the corresponding facts for the antiholomorphic 
relative discrete series interval {h E 58: h ch,,}. In effect, given a one- 
parameter family {q} with Harish-Chandra parameters {L,}, we have 
another one-parameter family (r&}, parameters (AL}, given by Y&=X%, 
and 1; = wK( --A,) + hv. Here WOE W, exchanges @s and -@K+, and 
w,(-&)E&. The relation {rrh} + {rc;1} exchanges the holomorphic and 
antiholomorphic relative discrete series ranges and is effected on the matrix 
coefficient level by complex conjugation. 
Suppose that we are in the case of the holomorphic relative discrete 
series. Set a = hk 2 0 in (2.4); then 
Z= {hdR:h>a) and Q+(9)=@: u(-@&). (6.1) 
The @J +(F)-lowest K-type rO,h in I?, h > a, has highest weight ph = 
1, - pK + pcIK(F) = A,, - p, where p corresponds to @+ = @i u Qi&. 
#(nh) is a unitary @+-highest weight module for g with highest weight ,u~. 
There are two natural realizations of X(rth), h 3 a: generalized Verma 
module and space of holomorphic sections. In this section we identify 
s(q) with the Hilbert space completion of the generalized Verma module. 
Thus the space of K-finite vectors is 
580/73/l-5 
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where V, denotes the representation space V of z~,~ with the action ?O,h = 
~,,,~@e~~ of K. The Hilbert space structure of X(rch) is given on &‘P(z~)~ by 
the hermitian version of Jantzen’s bilinear form: 
where Dj E 42(g), vi E V, D -+ D* is the C-antilinear anti-automorphism of 
3!(g) given by < H -l for 5 E g, and %(K) is the projection 
Wfc): WC!) = (P - . wd + %I) ’ P + I+ WI + Wf). (6.4) 
For each integer n 2 0, let a!,(p) denote the span of the 
5, . . . . li,, til E p _ , and define 2, to be the one-parameter family of finite 
dimensional representations of K such that 
%tnh: z,,h) = dnh(@n(P ~ 1) ’ x(nh: %.I,) g a(f) %,‘,(P - ) @ vh (6.5) 
for h 2 a. In other words, z,,~ is the sum of the irreducible representations 
of K with highest weight of the form p,, - Cf= i niy: where I= dim a, the 
integers n, > n2 >, . . . an,20 with n=n,+ ... + n,, and (y; ,..., r;} is a 
maximal set of noncompact @+-positive strongly orthogonal roots 
obtained by cascading up from the noncompact simple root. The 
2(rch: z,,~) are the Zi-isotypic subspaces of &?‘(rch). 
Since the underlying Hilbert space structure of V, is independent of h E C 
we can choose 
{U 1 ,..., ud): orthonormal basis of V, consisting of weight vectors. (6.6) 
Here we take u1 to be the highest weight vector and ui = dr&Ei) ’ u, for 
1~ i6d where each E,E%([~, I]). Note u~=~z~,~(E~).u, for all ~EC. 
Argue as in Proposition 5.10 to prove 
6.7. PROPOSITION. There are jointly holomorphic functions t,bjk(F): 
@ x G* + @ such that $jk(F: h: x) = (rch(x)(l @ok), (10 u~))~,~ for 
l<j,k<d, h>a, andxEG. 
Now fix 
{ t1 ,..., t,}: basis of p- consisting of root vectors. (6.8a) 
Then the set of all monomials 
ri integers 2 0, (6.8b) 
of degree m=r, + -.. i- rN, iS a basis Of ‘%,(p _ ), and 
{<‘OUi:degree(r’)=m and l<i<d} 
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is a basis of @,,,(p _ ) Q V= Z(rr, : z,,,~ ) for every h 2 a. Using these bases, 
the argument of Theorem 5.14 leads to 
6.9. THEOREM. Fix integers m, n 2 0, and let ejk be as in Proposition 6.7. 
Then the functions 
j&S: h:x)=tijk(9: h: (l’)*;x; t;“), (6.10) 
1 d j, k d d, 5’ and 4” monomials (6.8b) of respective degrees m and n, have 
the following properties. 
(1) The fjkrS(9) are holomorphic on C x G*. 
(2) fjkrs(~:h:~)=(nh(~)(<s@vk), (~‘@v,)),,,forhbaandxEG. 
(3) For every h aa, {fjkrS(F: h)} is a basis of V(nh: T,: TV). 
We will refer to the C-linear combinations of the functions j& of 
Theorem 6.9 as holomorphic families of matrix coefficients based on the 
highest weight module structure of the X(rch). 
If h>a then deg(lt,) denotes the formal degree Inace+ (A,,cc)l= 
4m l-L9+ (A,,, a ) ; it is a polynomial function of h in the interval h > a 
and has no zeros in I= (h E R: h > u}. 
The Schwartz space V(1) = (p E %([w): supp(B) c cl(l)}. 
6.11. THEOREM. The holomorphic families of matrix coefficients bused on 
the highest weight module structure have the following growth properties. 
(1) If f and f’ are two such holomorphic families then, for h > a, 
h + deg(x,)( f (h), f ‘(h))L2(G,Z,l(h)) is a polynomial function of h. 
(2) If {f,Y..~fd is an enumeration of the functions (6.10), and if 
f(h: x) = C ai fi(h: x) is a C’ function of h l cl(Z) for every XE G, then 
each uj is a C’function on cl(l). 
(3) If f(h:x)=Cu,(h)f,(h:x) such that each h+ (f(h), 
L(h)) Lz(G,z,I(II)) belongs to %‘(I), then each ui E %‘(I). 
Proof Recall CELL with ad([) = i. Given monomials <’ and <“, 
B(Jc)((<‘)*~“) is a polynomial in c with coefficients in %( [I, I]). Using 
(6.3), now (t”Ovk, ~‘Qv,>,,~ is polynomial in h. Thus the functions 
(6.10) satisfy 
= (polynomial in h)/deg(n,). 
Assertion ( 1) follows. 
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The argument of Theorem 5.17 proves assertion (2). We modify it to 
prove assertion (3). Let 
The entries of M(h) are rational functions of h with no poles in Z, and M(h) 
is nonsingular for h E I. Thus M(h)-’ = (m,,(h)) exists for h E I and has all 
entries rational in h. Compute 
for h E I. If the (f(h), f,(h)) E %?(I) it follows that the ai E %‘(I). Q.E.D. 
We now compare our holomorphic families (6.10) with the one- 
parameter families of matrix coefficients in [12], in order to control the 
growth of the f(P : h: x) of (6.10) as h + co, and consider wave packets 
f(~:B:X)=S,f(~:h:X)P(h)dh,BE~(z). 
The Hilbert space X(X,,), h E Z, is traditionally realized as the space 
H,(G/K; V,) of L, holomorphic sections of the holomorphic vector bundle 
W, + G/K associated to the action rO,h of K on V = V,. We use the setup of 
[ 12, Sect. 21 for the Harish-Chandra embedding [: G/K 4 p + , the universal 
factor of automorphy K: G + Kc, the corresponding extension of T,,~ to a 
function on G, 
T,,~ : G + GL( V) by ~,,zb) = G.J~x)), 
and the subsequent holomorphic trivializations of the V, + G/K. Thus 
functions E: G/K -+ V give one-parameter families of sections e(h): G -+ V 
by e(h: x) = z~,~(x)-’ .E(x), and e(h) is a holomorphic section just when E 
is holomorphic. 
We call E: G/K -+ V a polynomial if there is a polynomial pE: p+ + V 
such that E( gK) = pE([( gK)). If E is holomorphic, then E is polynomial if 
and only if some (thus every) e(h) is K-finite. In that case, if he Z it is 
automatic that e(h) E H,(G/K; V,). 
If u, U’E V let e,(h) and e,.(h) denote the holomorphic sections of 
V, -+ G/K corresponding to the constant functions E,(gK) = u and 
EJ gK) = u‘. Following Harish-Chandra [S], 
for h15Z. (6.12) 
This allows us to compare the inner product on &‘(rrh), for which we are 
using the Jantzen hermitian form (6.3), with the L2 inner product. 
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6.13. LEMMA. Let a,, denote the 42(g)-equivariant isomorphism from 
X(~I~)~ to the space of K-finite holomorphic sections of V, + G/K, such that 
a,(1 @IV) = e,(h) for all v E V. Zf w, W’E 42(p-)O V then (w, w’)%,~ = 
deg(nd<ah(w)T ah(w’))L2cvhj for h E I. 
Proof Both S(g)-modules are irreducible so the result follows from 
(6.12). Q.E.D. 
In Lemma 6.13, a,(X(z, : z,,)) is the space of holomorphic sections of 
W, + GjK corresponding to polynomials G/K + V that are homogeneous 
of degree n. 
6.14. LEMMA. Fix bases {E, ,..., E, > and (E; ,..., Eb } of the spaces of 
polynomials G/K + V homogeneous of degrees m and n, respectively. Let 
{ej(h)}and (e;(h)} denote th e corresponding one-parameter families of 
holomorphic sections of W,. Then the a,,(l’Q v,), degree(tr) = m, are 
polynomial linear combinations of the ej(h); and the aJ[“Q ok), 
degree( r”) = n, are polynomial combinations of the e;(h). 
Proof. Write rrk for the action of G on holomorphic sections of V,, so 
a,, intertwines rr,, and xi. Then 
a,(t’Q Vj) = a,(dn,(l’)( 10 0,)) = d$Jt’) ah( 10 vj) = dnA(5’) e,(h). 
By [12, Lemma 7.81, d&,(5’) e,(h) is a polynomial (in h) linear 
combination of sections e(h) corresponding to polynomials E: G/K + V. By 
Zi-character, e(h) is in the span of the ej(h), so E is a (constant coefficient) 
linear combination of the Ej. Thus each such e(h) is a constant coefficient 
linear combination of the ej(h). That proves the statement for the 
a,(tr@ v,). The argument is the same for the a,(tS @ vk). Q.E.D. 
The one-parameter families of matrix coefficients used in [12] are the 
@-linear combinations of the 
dj,c(h: xl= (d(x) eJ(h), ej(h)).,(v,,T h E Z, (6.15) 
where we use the notation of Lemma 6.14. They are in fact holomorphic on 
a neighborhood of Z in C by [ 12, Theorem 5.11. We will refer to them as 
one-parameter families of matrix coefficients based on the holomorphic 
section realization of the A?. 
6.16. PROPOSITION. Every holomorphic family f(h: x) of matrix coef- 
ficients (6.10) based on the highest weight module structure is a polynomial 
(in h) linear combination of one-parameter families of matrix coefficients 
(6.15) based on the holomorphic sections. Every one-parameter family 
d(h: x) of matrix coefficients (6.15) is a rational function (in h) linear com- 
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bination of holomorphic families of matrix coefficients (6.10) where the 
rational functions have no poles in I. 
Proof: Let (f, ,..., fb) b e an enumeration of the functions (6.10) and 
{#,,..., #,} an enumeration of the function (6.15). Both sets have the same 
cardinality because, for h>a, {h(h)} and {dj(h)} both are bases of 
V(xh : 2, : tn). According to Lemma 6.14, we have polynomials p&h) and 
p&(h) such that 
d4’0 0,) = C p,,(h) e,.(h) 
ah(tsO v,d = 1 &Ah) e&(h)- 
d 
Now compute, using Lemma 6.13, 
= deg(nn,) CPrj,c(h) pLdh)(4(x) e&(h), e,.(h) L2cvhJ 
c.d 
= deghJ 1 pr,.,.(h) d&h) AAh : 4. 
That exhibits polynomials q,(h) such that 
fi(h: Xl = 1 qg(h) tiji(h: XI for h>a. 
l<j<b 
The matrix Q(h) = (qij(h)) is nonsingular for h > a, so Q(h)-’ exists for 
h > a and has entries that are rational functions with no poles in 1. If 
Q(h)-’ = (p,(h)) then di(h: x) = cj p,(h) fi(h : x). Q.E.D. 
If j E +?(I) and f is a holomorphic family of matrix coefficients based on 
the highest weight module structure of the Z(rrh), then we form the wave 
packet 
f(a:x,=~,f(h:x)a(h)dh. (6.17) 
Similarly, if BE%‘(Z) and $ is a one-parameter family of matrix coefficients 
based on the holomorphic section realizations of the Z(X,,), we form 
W: xl = 1, W: x) B(h) a. (6.18) 
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If p(h) is polynomial, q(h) is rational with no pole in Z, and /?E %(I), then 
p/l, qj? E %‘(I). Thus Proposition 6.16 says that every wave packet (6.17) is a 
finite sum of wave packets (6.18), and that every wave packet (6.18) is a 
finite sum of wave packets (6.17). Now, from the result [12, Theorem 7.33 
on the wave packets #(/I: x), we have 
6.19. THEOREM. The integrals (6.17) and (6.18) are absolutely con- 
vergent, unzformly for x E G, to elements of O%‘(G). The wave packets (6.17) 
$11 out the same subspace of ‘U(G) as the wave packets (6.18). Given f and 4, 
the maps 
are continuous. 
7. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS FOR MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
Let F be a holomorphic family of spherical functions corresponding to 
discrete series for h E Z as in (5.24). Then for each h E C, F(h) satisfies the 
system of differential equations 
F(h: z;x) = l,(z) F(h: x) for all z E d(g), (7.1) 
where T%“(g) is the center of e(g), and by abuse of notation, we use the 
Harish-Chandra parameter A, of the representation rc,, to denote its 
infinitesimal character. 
Define A as in Section 2 and let A - be the negative Weyl chamber of A 
with respect to @ ,‘. Thus G = Kcl(A -) K is the Cartan decomposition of 
G, and since F(h) is a spherical function, it is determined by its values on 
cl(A -), In this section we will use the method of [l] to reduce the system 
(7.1) to a system of first order partial differential equations on A, keeping 
track of the dependence on h E C. We then use this system of equations to 
show in Theorem 7.6 that F(h: a), aE A-, can be extended to certain com- 
plex neighborhoods of C x A -. This result is necessary for obtaining the 
uniform estimates on F(h : a), (h, a) E Z x cl(A - ) of the next section. 
Since this is a technical section which relies on many results and methods 
of proof of [ 11, we will use the notation of [l] without repeating 
definitions. 
Let Z7: z(g) + B@ %!(a) @%!(I) @*Cm) %!(I) be the map defined in 
[l, 2.41. Fix zE%(g) and write Z7(z)=Cifi@ai@xi@ yi where fiEW, 
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aj E a(e), and xi, yi E a(f). For each h E C, ZZrh is defined as in [ 1, Sect. 31 
by 
Here r,, is a representation of Kx K on the finite-dimensional vector space 
E in which F takes its values satisfying 
rh(kl,k2)=ehv(klk;l)rg(kl,k2) for all k,, k, E K. 
Note that by (5.22b), EM is independent of h E C. Now if {T,} is a basis of 
Horn&E”‘, EM), there are polynomials pOc@[h] so that dzh(x,@yi)= 
cj p,(h) Z’, for all h E C. We can now define 
n, : c[h]ob(g)j~‘O@[h]O~(a)OHom,(E”, EM)=3 
~APQz)=~fiQPi~PQa~Q T, for p~C[h]. 
ii 
For each ZE T(g), define 1L(z)~C[h] by A(z)(h) = n,(z). Define 
A: @[h]Q2”(g)+C[h] by A(p@z)=l(z)p for p~C[h], zEb(g). 
Clearly Ker ft is a @[h]-submodule of C[h] @S?(g) and 
C[h] @ %(g)/Ker /1 is a free @[h]-module with one generator. Let gA be 
the ideal in $ generated by ZZ,(Ker ,4 ). 
7.2. THEOREM. a/28,, is a finitely-generated 99 @ C [h]-module. 
This is the analogue of [ 1, Theorem 4.11. To prove it we need a lemma. 
Write f= 10~: @[h] @.2’(g) + C[h] @@(a) where x: %(g)+%(a) is 
the projection coming from the Iwasawa decomposition as in [l, 1.31. We 
filter C[h] @Y.(g) using the standard filtration on 9’(g) s%(g). Then 
Gr i: @[h] @Z(g) -+ @[h] 0 S(a). 
7.3. LEMMA. @[h] 0 S(a)/(@[h] @S(a))(Gr i(Gr Ker /1)) is a finitely 
generated C[h]-module. 
Proof. As in [ 1, 4.21, 
0 -+ Gr Ker ,4 + Gr(@[h] @S’(g)) + Gr(@[h] @ .SY(g)/Ker ,4) -+ 0 
is an exact sequence of C[h]-modules. Now Gr(@[h] @S?‘(g)) = 
C[h] 0 Z(g) and Gr(@[h] @ z(g)/Kern) is a one-dimensional 
C[h]-module. Thus dim,r,,(C[h] @ Z(g)/Gr Ker A) = 1, so that 
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dimcp,, Gr i(C[h] @Z(g))/Gr f(Gr Ker A)) 6 1. But as C[h]-modules, 
C[Zz] 0 S(a)/Gr f(@[h] 0 Z(g)) 2 C[h] @ (S(a)/Gr x(Z(g))) which is a 
finitely generated C[h]-module since dim,S(a)/Gr x(Z(g)) < co by [l, 1.31. 
Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 7.2. We filter 3 according to the degree of elements 
of %(a). Then, as in [ 1, 4.11, it suffices to show that Gr g,/Gr GA is a finite- 
dimensional 9%@ @[h]-module. But Gr ZZ,(Gr Ker A) G Gr(ZZ,(Ker A)), so 
that if 3 is the left ideal in Gr G generated by Gr ZZ,(Gr Ker A), then 
3 G Gr &,, . Thus dim,,,r,, Gr g/Gr g,, < dim,@cch, Gr B/3. But using 
Cl, 3.51, 
so Lemma 7.3 implies that Gr g/3 is finitely generated as an &? @ @[h]- 
module. Q.E.D. 
Let A be the set of simple (multiplicative) roots for A. Thus A = 
{ep: BE A,}, where A, is the set of simple roots in @,‘. Let {H,: EEA} be 
the corresponding dual basis of a. Using Theorem 7.2 we can pick D, = 
1, Dz,..., D, E g so that their images in g/g,, generate it as an 9 0 C[h]- 
module. Then for each IX E A and 1~ i < p, H, Di can be regarded as an 
element of g, so there are g,, E 9%? @C[h] so that H, Dj - zip_ 1 gxuDj E g,, . 
Define 
D, Res F 
Qj= ; 
i I D, Res F 
and G, = [ gmV] 0 l+ for each c( E A, where Res F denotes the restriction of 
F to A. Here each D E G acts on Res F by (D . Res F)(h: a) = 
D(h)(Res F)(h: a), h E @, a E A, where D(h) E 9. 
7.4. LEMMA. H, . @ = G, . @ for all c1 E A; i.e., for all h E @, H, . Q(h) = 
G,(h). Q(h), ~1 E A. 
Proof Let xi pi@ Z~E Ker A where the pi E C[h], Z~E d(g). Then for 
all h E C. 
pi(h) F(h: Zi;X)=C pi(h) Ah(Zi) F(h: X) i 
=A(Tpi@zi) (h)F(h:X)=O 
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since CiPi@ziEKern. Now by [l, 3.11, 
Thus every element of U,(Ker ,4) kills Res F, so &,, does also. Q.E.D. 
Let a: A -+ Cd be the embedding given by a(u) = (cc(a): c( E d), a E A. In 
these coordinates A- corresponds to (0, l)d, cl(A-) to (0, 11”. Now since 
F corresponds via (5.19) to a functionf satisfying (5.3), Res F extends to a 
holomorphic EM-valued function for (h, z) E @ x Q where r;;! is a 
neighborhood of A in (C* )“. Let Y be the union of hypersurfaces defined 
as in [ 1, Sect. 41. Then @ extends to a holomorphic (E”)P-valued function 
on @ x (m\Y) which satisfies the system of equations 
z, a,@= G,@, CCEA (7.5) 
where each G, is holomorphic for (h, z) E @ x (C”\ Y). 
Fix a subset 8~ A and define C(0)= u X(0, E), 0 <E < 1, as in [l, 
pp. 895-8961. Fix 0 < E < 1 and define 6 > 0 as in [ 1, p, 8951. Then we can 
write X= X(0, E) = X, x X, where 
x, = {ZEW~: Iz,I <E, -A\@, 
x: = {z E CA’\“: O<lz,l<~,a~A\8}, 
X2= {zE@“:O<Rez,<l +6, lImz,l <6,~(~0}. 
7.6. THEOREM F extends to a holomorphic EM-valued function on 
@ x @ x X,, where -%!r denotes the universal cover of XT. 
In order to prove the theorem, we will need the following analogue of 
[l, A.1.23, given as Theorem 7.9. 
Let X be a domain in C”, W a linite-dimensional complex vector, space. 
Suppose F, ,..., F,, are holomorphic functions on @ x X taking values in 
End,(W). Consider the system of holomorphic partial differential 
equations with parameter h E C: 
ai@ = F$, i = l,..., n. 
By a holomorphic local solution of the system we mean a holomorphic 
function @: C x U + W, where U is an open subset of X, which is a 
solution of the system of equations for all (h, x) E @ x U. Let X be the 
sheaf on X corresponding to the presheaf of local solutions. Let W be the 
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vector space of all W-valued holomorphic functions on C. For x0 E X, let 
w,= {q5(X&k~xo}Ew-. 
7.7. LEMMA. 4 +&x0) is an isomorphism of &TX0 onto Ww 
Proof The proof is the same as that of [ 1, A.1.11 where for all h E @ we 
define Qh,J t) = @(h : x0 + t(x - x0)). Q.E.D. 
7.8. LEMMA. Let X= D” = (z E C”: lzil < 1, 1 < i < n}, U a domain in X. 
Let 0 E r( U, 2). Then @ extends to an element of IJX, A?). 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of [l, A.1.33 where in the induc- 
tion step, we consider h as another parameter. Q.E.D. 
Let 3 be the universal covering space of X, p: w-+ X the projection. Let 
~?,Ep-‘(xo). 
7.9. THEOREM. @ + @(a,) is an isomorphism of T($ p*#) onto Wo. 
Proof. The proof is the same as that of [ 1, A.1.21, using Lemmas 7.7 
and 7.8 in place of [ 1, A.1.11 and [ 1, A. 1.31, respectively. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 7.6. We follow the proof of [ 1, 6.11 using the 
notation without repeating definitions and modifying the argument to 
include h E @. F is initially holomorphic on @ x Sz, @ on C x sZ\Y. @ 
satisfies the system (7.5) on @x (X* nS2) and the G,, UE A, are 
holomorphic on @ x X*. Thus the pullback of @ is holomorphic on @ x U 
where U is a domain in 8*. By Theorem 7.9, @ extends to be holomorphic 
on all of C x 8*, so F also extends to be holomorphic on C x 8*. Now, 
since the monodromies corresponding to x1(X:, x2) act trivially on F, F is 
holomorphic on @ x 8: x XT. But F is also holomorphic on Q: x V, where 
V is an open subset of %: x X, such that each connected component of the 
set of points, where $+ x X,\8: x XT = w: x Y, is nonsingular and of 
codimension one, intersects V. Thus by [ 1, A.1.83 applied to the pair 
C x RF x X,, @ x V, Fextends to be holomorphic on C x wf x X,. Q.E.D. 
The following technical lemmas will be needed in Sections 8 and 11. Let 
U be any open subset of @, X, x X, as above. 
7.10. LEMMA. Suppose G(h: z) is a function on U x X, x X2 satisfying 
(i) For all h E U, z + G(h: z) is holomorphic on X, x X2. 
(ii) (h, z) + G(h: z) is jointly holomorphic on Ux XT x X,. 
Then G is jointly holomorphic on U x X, x X,. 
Prooj: Write X, =D(E)“’ and X: =D*(E)* where m= [A\01 and 
D(E)= {zEC: IzI -cc}, D*(E)= {zED(E): z#O}. For O<k<m, let Xk= 
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D(&)k x D*(&yk xX, so that J?‘=X:xX, and X”‘=X,xX,. We will 
prove by induction on k that (h, z) + G(h : z) is holomorphic for h E U, 
z E X“. By assumption the statement is true for k = 0. Assume it for some 
k B 0. Then h -+ G(h : z) is holomorphic for all h E U, z E Xk. It remains to 
show that h + G(h: z,,) is holomorphic for h E U z0 E Xk + ‘\Xk = 
D(&)k x (0) x D*(&)“-k-’ x x2. s ince G(h) is holomorphic on X, x X, for 
all h E U, we can write 
G(h : zo) = & {:n (h : z,, + &eieek + , ) de, 
where ek+ i is the (k + 1)th standard basis vector in Cd. Now 
z. + $eieek + I E Xk for all 06 8 <2x, so we can differentiate inside the 
integral to show that h -+ G(h: z,,) is holomorphic for h E U. Q.E.D. 
Now suppose ho E @ and U(h,) is a neighborhood of ho. Let U’(h,) = 
wo)\M. 
7.11. LEMMA. Suppose G(h: z) is a function on (U(h,) x XT x X2) u 
(U’(h,) x X, x X,) satisfying: 
(i) For all h E U’(h,), z -+ G(h: z) is holomorphic for z E X, x X2; 
(ii) (h, z) -+ G(h: z) is jointly holomorphic on U(h,) x A’: xX2. 
Then G extends to be jointly holomorphic on U(h,) x X, xX2 
Proof: Using Lemma 7.10, G(h: z) is jointly holomorphic on 
U’(h,)xX,xX,. Now use [l, A.1.83 where X=U(h,)xX,xX,, Y= 
U(h,) x Y, x Y,, X* = U(h,) x XT xX,, and U = U’(h,) xX, XX,. Q.E.D. 
Let J be a subinterval of R. 
7.12. LEMMA. Suppose G(h : z) is a function on J x DA satisfying 
(i) For each h E J, z + G(h: z) is holomorphic on DA; 
(ii) (h, z) -+ G(h: z) is jointly smooth on Jx (D*)‘. 
Then G(h: z) is jointly smooth on Jx DA. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 7.10. For 0 6 k <m, write 
Xk = Dk x (D*)“-k where m = ldl. Assume G is jointly smooth on Jx Xk 
for some k 3 0. To prove that G is jointly smooth on Jx X“” we must 
show that G is smooth on a neighborhood of Jx (Xk’ ‘\Xk) = 
Jx {zEX~+~:Z~+,=O) in JxXk+‘. Let W= {zEX~+‘: Iz~+~I <a}. For 
any z E W, h E J, we can write 
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where ek+ i is the (k + 1)th standard basis vector in C”. Now we can 
differentiate inside the integral to see that G(h: z) is jointly smooth on 
Jx W. Q.E.D. 
8. UNIFORM ESTIMATES FOR MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
Let F be a holomorphic family of spherical functions defined as in (5.24), 
which corresponds to discrete series for h E I, one of the finite intervals Zj, 
1 < j < k, defined in (2.4). As in Section 7 we write G = K cl(A -) K in its 
Cartan decomposition. In this section we will obtain an estimate for 
F(h: a), a ~cl(A-), and all of its derivatives with respect to h. It will be 
used in Section 9 to show that wave packets formed from functions f 
satisfying (5.3) are Schwartz functions on G. 
8.1. THEOREM. Let r 3 0 be an integer. Then there are constants M, m so 
that for all a E cl(A - ), h E Z, /l(d’/dh’) F(h: a)]/ < Meuh(a)( 1 + ~(a))~. Here 
for each hEZ, WEEP* satisfies emh(ff)<ePa(a) for all aEcl(K)\(l}. 
Further, h I-+ w,, is piecewise-linear as a function of h E I. 
The proof of Theorem 8.1 will use the theory of asymptotics of matrix 
coefficients as formulated by Casselman and MiliEic in [ 11, which for fixed 
h E Z gives the estimate for F(h) with constants M, m depending on h. We 
show, using the technical results of Section 7, that this theory can be 
relined to obtain estimates with M, m independent of h when the interval Z 
is finite. We will use the notation of [l] whenever possible in this section. 
As in Section 7 we let A be the set of simple (multiplicative) roots for A 
and a: A + Cd be the embedding given by a(a) = (a(a): a E A), a E A. In 
these coordinates, A- corresponds to (0, l)d and cl(A -) to (0, 11“. For 
s E Cd and m E Zd,, set a’(a) = narcd a(a)sl, log%(a) = naed (log a(a))mn. 
For 9 s A we regard C:d\B as a subset of Cd, and we say s, t ECU\’ are 
(A\8)-integrally equivalent if ~--SE zAiO. Let C(0) be the domain in 
DA\’ x (C*)” containing DAie x (0, 11’ which is defined in [ 1, pp. 895-8961. 
Then for each h E @, there exist: 
(i) a finite set S,,,(h) of mutually (A\8)-integrally inequivalent 
elements of CAiO; 
(ii) for each s E S,,,(h) a finite set Fig(h), m E iZ”,\“, of holomorphic 
functions on C(e), such that on each of the coordinate hyperplanes #= = 
(z E C(0): z, = 0}, a E A\0, at least one of them is not identically zero; 
so that for Ada= {uEA: a(a)<l, a~& a(a)< 1, aEA\8}, 
F(h: a) = 1 c F:z(h: a(a)) as(a) log”a(a). (8.2) 
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Using [l, 5.4 and 5.71, the exponents S,,,(h) can be described as 
follows. Let {,u,: c1 E A } be the dual basis in a* to {log 01: a E: A >. For each 
w E W, the Weyl group of @, define s(w, h) E Cd by s(w, h), = 
( (IV~,,)~ + pa, pX), CI E A, so that ~~(~,~)(a) = e((w”“)‘+Qn)(a) for all a E A. Here 
A,, E it* is the Harish-Chandra parameter of n,,. Since each s(w, h) depends 
linearly on h and takes real values for h E R, we can write s(w, h) = 
a(w) h + b(w) where a(w), b(w) E Rd. Let L be the additive subgroup of IR 
generated by ((n-b(w),+b(w’),)(a(w),-a(~‘),)-’: nob, aEA, w, 
w’ E W, and a(w), # a(~‘),}. Note L is a discrete group because for each 
WE W, aed, a(w), = ((WV)“, A> and b(w), = ((wW + P,,, pL,) are 
rational numbers. 
Fix 0 c A, and for s E @“, define s~,~ ECd\@ by (s~,~)~ = s,, a E A\& 
For any w, w’ E W we have either 
. %l\O(W h) - SA,&‘, h) E .zA’e for all h E @, in which case 
C&g uA,J w’) and !I,,,( w) - b,,,J w’) E ZAie; or 
(ii) s,\,(wv h, - sA,B(w’, h, $ E A\e for any h E C/L, but is possibly 
integral for some h E L. 
Divide W into equivalence classes by w - w’ if ad,@(w) = a,,,(~‘) and 
b,,,(w) - bA\O(w’) Ez . A\e Then for each h E @\L and s E S,,,(h), there is an 
equivalence class U of W so that s, E {sA,Jw: h), : w E V) for all a E A\& 
Write a(U) = a,,,(w), w E U. For all h E C define s( U, h) E CAje by s( U, h) = 
a(U) h + 6( U) where for ae A\& b(U), = min(b,,,(w),: w E U and 
sA,Jw, h), = s, for some h E C\L and s E S,,,(h)}. Write S,,@ for the set of 
all linear functionals s(U): Cc -+ @ A\e defined above. The elements of SA,B 
are mutually (A\O)-integrally inequivalent for h E @\L. Further, since for 
each h E C, s E S,,,(h), and a E A\fl, there is t E S,(h) with s, = t,, we see 
that for each s E SA,@ and a E A\e, there is t E S, with s,(h) = t,(h) for all 
h E @. 
For each h E @\L, s(U) E SA,e, define 
~$‘~B,,,Ah : 2) 
i 
zS-S(U,h)Fss,m(h: z) if there is s E S,,,(h) with s - s( U, h) E Z”,\“, 
= 
0 otherwise. 
(8.3) 
Each F$?,,m (h) h 1 is o omorphic on C(0). Moreover, for each s(U) E SA\, 
and aE A\O, there are an rnE (Z+)A\e and an hE@\L so that F$$Jh) is 
not identically zero on Xa. 
For h E @\.K. we now have a uniform asymptotic expansion for a E A - (0) 
given by 
F(h: a) = c 1 F;z(h: a(a)) &)(u) log%(a). (8.4) 
sESd\O m 
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For each s E SdjB, let M(s) = im E V+ ) d\e: F”\“(h) is not identically zero s,m 
for some h E @\L}. 
8.5. LEMMA. [M(s)] < a3 for all s E S,,,. 
Proof: Using the form of the fundamental solution for the system (7.5) 
given in [l, A.1.41, it is clear that the terms log% which occur in the 
expansion (8.2) of F(h) must satisfy 0 Q mar < dim(E”)p - 1 for all c( E d\tI. 
Q.E.D. 
8.6. THEOREM. For each s E S,,,, m E M(s), F$f(h : z) is jointly 
holomorphic on (@\L) x C(0) and jointly meromorphic on @ x C(0). That is, 
for each h, E L there are a neighborhood U(h,) of h, in C and an integer 
k, > 0 so that (h - h,)koFfE(h: z) extends to be holomorphic on 
Vho) x C(e). 
Proof. Write C(6) = lJOcEC i X(B,s)asin [1,6.1].FixO<s<l andlet 
X= X(0, E). Using Theorem 7.6, F is jointly holomorphic on @ x 8: x X,. 
We will prove that each FA\@ . is meromorphic on @ x 8: x X,, holomorphic 
on (@\L) x 8: x X,. Th?: yields the theorem as follows. Since the 
monodromy transformations from 71, (X:, xl) act trivially on Ffz, it is also 
meromorphic on @ x X: x X,, holomorphic on c\L x XT x X,. Now by 
Lemma 7.11, F$f is meromorphic on C x X, holomorphic on (C\L) x X. 
For h E c\L, using (8.4), F(h: z) = C,, s C,, M(s) F,,,(h : z) zS(“) log”z, 
where since 8 is fixed, we drop A\6 from the notation. We will mimic the 
technique of the proof of [l, A.1.71 to separate out the different F,,, using 
monodromy transformations. We follow the notation of [ 11. Thus we write 
c“\’ = ck E @’ = @“, and for 1 <j< k, let TF be the monodromy transfor- 
mation satisfying T,F(log z) = log z - 27cie, where ei is the jth standard basis 
vector of Ck. Thus 
modulo terms involving zs logkz, k < m - 2ej. 
The proof is by induction on [S]. In order to make the induction work 
we will only use the information that F is meromorphic on V= C x 8: x X, 
and holomorphic on v’ = ((h, z) E V: h .$ L). Suppose [S] = 1. We do a 
second induction on [M(s)]. If [M(s)] = 1, then for h E @\L, F,,,(h: z) = 
zMSch) log-“zF(h : z). Since the right-hand side is meromorphic for (h, z) E V 
and holomorphic in v’, so is F,,,(h: z). 
Now suppose [M(s)] > 1, and let m. be a maximal element in M(s). 
(Maximal elements exist because by Lemma 8.5, [M(s)] < co.) Then for 
h E @\L, 
fi (T,? _ e-*nis,(h))(mO)~F(h: Z) = ( -2~i)lmOlmO! e-2*imos(h)Zs(h)Fs,,o(h: z). 
i= 1 
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Again, since F(h: z) is meromorphic on V, holomorphic on V’, so is 
f’s,m,(h : z). 
Now let F(Zr :z) = F(h : z) - I;,,,,(/r : z) zSch) log”Oz. Clearly F is 
meromorphic on V, holomorphic on V’, and has one less log term than F, 
so by the induction on [M(s)] we know that each F&h: z), m #m,, is 
meromorphic on V, holomorphic on V’. 
Now we can assume the theorem is true if [S] < p. We will prove it 
when [S] = p + 1 by a second induction on the total number of terms in 
the sum. Fix u # t E S. Then there is j, 1 <j Q k, so that u,(h) - r,(h) 4 Z for 
h E @\L. Pick r E Z + large enough that 
(Ti* _ e-2”“,‘w)’ ZNh) log” z = 0 forall mEM(t). 
Now (r;” - e-2n”“h))rF(h : z) = G(h : z) is still meromorphic on V, 
holomorphic on I”. But G has an asymptotic expansion of the form 
G(h : z) = C,,, G,,(h : z) z s(h) 1og”z where the exponents s which occur are 
elements of s\( t}. Thus we can apply the first induction hypothesis to G. 
In particular, if m, is a maximal element of M(U), we know that G,,&h: z) 
is meromorphic on V, holomorphic on v’. But for each m E M(u), 
(T’ _ e-2ni$(h)) ZU(h) logmz s (e-2”‘“,‘h’ _ e-27%(h)) ZU(h) log” z module 
terms involving z’(‘) logk z for k < m - ej. Thus G,,,,(h : z) = (e p2nir+(h) - 
ep2”“@))r FU,,o(z: h). Now since u,(h) and tj(h) are linear functions of h with 
uj (h) - t,(h) 4 h for h E @\L, h t* (e-2nr7(h) - e -Zni’@))-’ is holomorphic for 
h E C\L and meromorphic for h E C. Thus F,,,,(h : z) is holomorphic on v’, 
meromorphic on V. 
Now put F(Zz: z) = F(h: z) - F,,(h : z) zUch) log”“z. P has one less term 
than F and is still holomorphic ‘in v’, meromorphic in V. Thus we can 
apply the second induction hypothesis to conclude that each F,,,, (s, m) # 
(u, mo) is holomorphic on V’, meromorphic on V. Q.E.D. 
8.7. LEMMA. For ali s E S,,,, UEA\O, and hE 4 s,(h)> (P,, P,>- 
Proof: Suppose there are t E S,,,, GI E A, and h,, E Z so that t,(h,) < p, = 
(p,, p,). Since t,(h) is a linear function of h, there is a nonempty open 
interval Z,cZso that t,(h)<p, for all hElO. Write ZO= (hcl,: h$L} and 
fix hel;. 
Since F(h) E L,(G/Z, i(h)), using [l, 7.51 we have s, >pa for all 
s E S,,,(h) where S,,O (h) is defined as in (8.2). Thus s, - t,(h) > 0 for all 
SE S,,,(h). We now see from (8.3) that Ffi’(h: z) =0 for all me M(t), 
z E zm. But this holds for all h E Z0 and h M Ff,‘$(h : z) is meromorphic for 
hE C by Theorem 8.6. Thus F$‘(h) is identically zero on & for all 
m E M(t), h E C\L. This contradicts the remark following (8.3). Q.E.D. 
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8.8. LEMMA. Let r 2 0 be an integer and let 8 c A. For h E C\L we have 
an asymptotic expansion for F”‘(h: a) = (a’/ahr) F(h: a) on A -(0) given by 
F”)(h : a) = 1 c F$$,(h : a(a)) as@)(a) log” a(a), 
SE Sd\O me M,(s) 
where: 
0) SAie is defined as in (8.4); 
(ii) For each s E S,,,, M,(s) is a finite set of elements of (E + )‘\‘; 
(iii) For each SE S,,,, m E M,(s), F$$(h: z) is a meromorphic 
function on @ x C(0), which is holomorphic on (@\L) x C(0). Here C(0) is a 
domain in CA containing DAie x (0, lie. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on r. For r =0 the lemma has been 
proved in (8.5) and (8.6). Assume that r 3 1 and the lemma is true for 
F”- “(h : a). Then 
Thus we have the same exponents S,,, for each r, and each m E h4- 1(s) 
contributes finitely many terms to M,(s). Further, each F$$ is a finite 
linear combination of terms of the form (a/ah) F$- r and Ff$,,- 1 where 
m’ <m, so that it satisfies (iii). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 8.1. We will now use Lemma 8.8 to prove 
Theorem 8.1. For hEZ, define co(h)E IRA by o,(h) =min{s,(h): SE SA}, 
c1 E A. Then o is a piecewise linear function of h and using (8.7), 
w,(h) > (p,, pL,) for all h E Z, a E A. Let o,, = CUE A o,(h) log a E a*, so that 
ewh(a) =a(a)w(h) for all aEA. Then eoh(a)<epa(a) for all aEcl(A-)\{ l}, 
hel, since (o~,P,)> (p,,~,) for all MEA, hrzl. 
Fix 0 <E < 1 and for each 8 E A let 
A;(0)= {aEA: .s<a(a)<l, ao0; a(a)<&, aeA\8}. 
Then cl(/)= Ue,, A,(0). Fix r>O, 0r A, and write 
f (h : z) = c 1 F$&(h : z) z@) log” z. 
s E Sd\O m E M,(s) 
580/73,‘1-6 
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To prove Theorem 8.1 we must show that there are constants M, m so that 
Ilf(h: z)ll G Mz oy 1 + /log z( )” for all (h, z) E Ix [a, 11’ x (0, E)~‘O. 
Suppose 7 is a compact subset of I’ = {h E cl(Z): h $ L >. Then each 
Ftz,(h : z) is holomorphic on C\Z. x C(e), hence bounded on 7x [E, 11’ x 
[d, EldiB. Further, for all YES,,,, IzS(h)PW(h)l is bounded on 7x [E, l]‘x 
(0, &]A’0 since s,(h) - o,(h) > 0 for tl E A\& h E I. Thus there are constants 
fi, % so that 
llf(h: z)ll &z”‘“‘(l +logzl)* for all (h, z) E 7x [s,l]’ x (0, s)‘\‘. 
Now fix h, E cl(Z) n L. Let k,, U(h,) be defined as in Theorem 8.6, and 
pick 6 > 0 small enough that [h, - 6, h,, + S] c_ U(h,). We will show how to 
boundf(h: z) on Zho x [E, l]‘x (0, E)~\~ when Z,, is either of the two inter- 
vals In [ho - 6, h,] or In [h,, ho + S]. This will complete the proof since Z 
can be covered by a compact subset 7 of I’ plus a finite number of intervals 
of the form ZhO, h, E L n cl(Z). 
We can divide S,,* into equivalence classes by s - t if s(h,) - t(h,) E ;Z’\‘. 
For each class T and Hal,,, define tT(h)E RAie by tT(h)a =min{s,(h): 
s E T}. Then by shrinking 6 if necessary we can assume that tT(h) is linear 
for h E Zh0. We write t, for the linear functional on C which agrees with 
tT(h) for ZIEZ~~. Then for each SET, s,(h)- tAh),>,O for all ZIEZ~~, and 
s(h) - t=(h) = a(s)(h -h,) + n(s) for all h E @ where a(s) E [WA\’ and 
4s) E (Z, 1 ‘\‘. Thus we can write 
f(h:z)= 1 ZIdh) log” z 1 z a(sKh ~ho) + “(~)pwJj : z)* 
T.m SE r 
Let X = X(0, E’) for some 0 <G’ < 1. Write V0 = U(h,) x W: x X2. Clearly 
f(h: z) is holomorphic on V,,. Let K, = {k~ Hd,\e: Ikl =C k, < k,- 1 }. 
Using Taylor’s theorem we can write 
Z4S)(h - ho) + n(s) = z”w 
1 . keKo 
u(s)*klpgk z (h - h,)‘k’ + R,(h: z), 
where R,(h : z)(h - ZI,)-~” is holomorphic on V,, and satisfies 
ko 
(R,(h: z)l Ih - h,l -ko < c a,(s) log z, (k&l sup I~~(~)+o)+“(~)l 
EE A\# h E ho 
(8.9) 
for all h E Zho, z E (0, 11”. 
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We writef(h:z)=f,(h:z)+f,(h:z), where 
f,(h:z)= c ZZAh) log” z c R,(h : z) F$$,(h : z) 
T.m SET 
and 
f*(h:z)= c Ztdh) log” z c F;~,(h: z) z”(s) c . . 
T,m SET kGKc, 
Now f,(h: z) is holomorphic on V,, since both (h -ZZ,)-~~R,(~: z) and 
(h - h,)koF$$(h : z) are for each s. Further, (h - ZZ,,)~~F$$(~ : z) is 
holomorphic in U(h,) x C(e), hence bounded on Zho x [E, 11’ x [0, sldiO, 
z’~“-~(~) is bounded on Zho x [E, l]‘x (0, E)~\@ since tdh), - w,(h) 2 0 for 
MEA\& hEZ,,,, and z ds)(h--hO)+n(s) = zS(h)-‘dh) is bounded on Iho x [E, 110 x 
(0, &)A’0 since s,(h) - fT(h)a 2 0 for all h E Zho, CI E A\@ Thus using (8.9) there 
are constants M1, m, so that [lfi(h: z)l/ <M,z”‘~‘(~ + llog ~1)~’ on 
Zho x [E, l-J@ x (0, &)d’B. 
Now since f and fi are both holomorphic on V,, so is f2(h : z) which we 
can rewrite in the form f,(h: z) =xT,p zfd’) logP z G,,(h: z) where 
G,,(h: z) = C,, T Cm,& a(s)&(h - h,)‘k’(k!)~lz”(S)F~~~,(h: z), where for each 
s E T we sum over the finite set of m E M,(s), k E K, with m + k = p. Now 
using the same technique of proof as that of Theorem 8.6 together with the 
fact that the tT(h) are mutually (A\8)-integrally inequivalent for all 
h E U(h,), we see that each G, Jh : z) is holomorphic on VO, and hence on 
U(h,) x X and U(h,) x C(0). Thus each G,,(h: z) is bounded on Zhox 
[E, 1-j” x (0, &)A’@ and so as before there are constants M,, m2 so that 
Ilfi(h: z)ll < M2zwch)( 1 + llog ~1)~~ on Zho x [E, 11’ x (0, E)~\O. Q.E.D. 
9. WAVE PACKETS OF MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 
Let f be a family of functions satisfying (5.3) with respect to one- 
parameter families of K-types ri, t2 and a finite interval I. Then eachf(h), 
he Z, is a K-finite matrix coefficient of rch, so that f(h)e ‘%T(G/Z, l(h)). In 
this section we will combine the f(h) into wave packets which are global 
cusp forms. 
Write I= (c, d), and given ~7 ECm(Z), r, s > 0 and k E Z + , define 
Then we set 
W) = Me Cm(z): IlPll r,s,& -c co for all r, s 2 0, k E E + }, (9.lb) 
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and topologize V(Z) using the seminorms )l.IIr,s,k. Note that %(I) can be 
identified with { /? E %‘(R): supp fi E cl(Z) 1. We define wave packets by 
XEG, /ltz%?(Z). (9.2) 
The main result of this section is 
9.3. THEOREM. For each p E %(I), f(b) E O%‘(G). Further, p -j-(/3) is a 
continuous mapping of W(Z) into W(G); i.e., given r > 0, D,, D, E q(g), there 
is a continuous seminorm p on V(Z) so that 
sup Z”‘(x)(l +Q))‘lf(B: D,;x; &)I <p(B) for all fl E V(Z). 
x E G 
Here d and ,? are defined as in (2.8), (2.9). 
The theorem will be proved in a series of lemmas. Let F be the family of 
spherical functions associated to f as in (5.24). For B E V(Z), let F(‘(B: x) = 
: x a h LWd~@4&fJpK ) 1 t k es values in E c L,(K’ x R). Let 11.11 denote the , I 
2 2 
9.4. LEMMA. For each r E b + there is a constant c,, so that for all x E G 
and p E V(Z), 
SUP 
:,,t;?pK k,,k2e [K,K] 
(1 +~.(z,z2)W’(P: k,z,xz,k,)ll 
= c, max 
Proof Write zj = exp(t,[), j = 1, 2, where [ E 3k is normalized as before 
by ad i IP+ = i. Then 6(z,z2) = I tl + t,l, and e”‘(z,) = ehqvCi), j= 1, 2. Using 
(5.23 ), 
liF(/?: k,z,xz,k,)l) = 
II 
~;,~(k,z,) j,b(h) eh(“+r2)Yci)F(h: x) dh r;,(z2k,)~~ 
= ,B(h) 
IIf 
eh(O + fz)+‘(i)f’(h: x) dh 
II 
since z;,~ and r;,. are unitary. Now for t = t 1 + t2 # 0 and any r E iz + , 
eh’“(i)fl(h) F(h: x) dh I,&& (/Y(h) F(h: x)) dhll 
G INi)l -’ j, 11 $y (P(h) F(h: xI)l~ dh. 
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Thus 
2 
G Iv(i)l 0 
I 
X 
s I II/W 
(P(h) F(h: x)11 dk ItI B 1 
I4 d 1. 
Q.E.D. 
9.5. LEMMA. For any T > 0 there is a continuous seminorm p on %?(I) so 
that supXe G Z-‘(x)( 1 + ~?(x))‘ll F(fi: x)ll <p(p) for all fl E V(Z). 
Proof. Write xeG as x=k,z,az*k, where k,,k,E[K,K], z,,z,~Z: 
and a E cl(A ~ ). Then as in [ 12, 7.71, there is a constant c: so that 
E-‘(x)(1 + ~(x))‘llF(j?: x)ll 
<c:Z-‘(a)(1 +cr(a))‘(l +G(zlzz))‘llF(/?: k,z,az,k,)ll. 
We may as well assume that r is an integer. Then using (9.4), 
sup S-‘(x)(1 + C(x))‘llF(p: x)ll 
XCG 
d c,c: sup z-‘(a)( 1 + a(a))r 
ascl(A-) 
x max 
u II 
I &B(h)F(h:a)~~ &j I IIB(h)F(h:a)ll dhj. 
Thus it suffices to show that for every r B 0, p, q E Z + , there is p so that 
sup z-‘(a)(l+ 4a)Y 1, IB’%)l P E W). 
oEcl(A-) 
But using Theorem 8.1, there are constants M, m so that 
sup 
aEd 
E-‘(a)( 1 + a(a))r j, IjC”‘(h)l iI-& F(h: a)11 dh 
<A4 sup 
aEd 
E-‘(a)(1 + a(a))r+m 1, I/?‘“‘(h)/ em”(a) dh. 
Recall from the proof of 8.1 that wh = Corpd o,(h) log a where each w,(h) is 
a piecewise linear function of h satisfying o,(h) > (p,, CL,) for all a E A, 
h EZ. Write t,(h) = w,(h) - (p,, pa) for heZ, a E A. Now using [ 12, 4.41, 
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bS-‘(a)<e-Pn(a) for all aEcl(A-), so E-‘(a) ewh(a)<a(a)r(h) for 
a E cl@ - ). But 
sup (1 + a(u))‘+“a(u)“~’ 
oecl(&) 
< c sup (1 + [log xI)‘fmx’(h) 
XE (O,l]d 
Q c n sup (1 + Jlog x,/ )r+mX$h), 
ZCd .%E(O.ll 
where we use C to denote any constant independent of h. Fix LX EA and 
write Z= (c, d). Pick ci, d, E R so that c < ci cd, <d and r,(h) is linear on 
(c, cl) and on (d,, d). Since t,(h)>0 in [c,, d,], there is E>O so that 
t,(h) > E for all h E [c,, d,]. Thus 
sup sup (1+ llogxl)‘+mX4(h)< sup (1+ llogxl)r+mx”~C. 
he Cc1.41 x~(O,ll XE(O,ll 
NOW on (c, ci), t,(h) is linear. If t,(c) > 0, we can argue as above to see 
that (1 + llog xI)‘+~x’~(~) is bounded for x E (0, 11, h E [c, c,]. Thus we 
may as well assume that t,(h)=6(h- c) where 6 >O, for hi (c, ci). 
But ~up~~(~,i, (1 + llogxl)‘+“xd’h~c)~C/(h-c)r+m for all ZZE(C, c,). 
Similarly, for h~(d~,d), ~up,~(~,i, (1 + Ilog~I)‘+“x’~(~)~C/(d-h)‘+“. 
Thus we see that there is a constant C so that 
sup E-‘(a)( 1 + o(u)) 
oECI(A-) 
r+~,.*.)~C(~+~)“+m)(~+~~r+~‘, 
where Z= ldl, for all hE(c, d)=Z. Thus 
sup 
ascl(A-) 
~-‘(a)( 1 + a(u))’ j, I/?‘“‘(h)l iI& F(h: 4~~ dh 
<wcj-, Ifi’“’ (1 +&)“I”“( 1 +&)@+m’dh 
GM. C(d- ~)IIBllrcr+m),,(r+rn),~. Q.E.D. 
9.6. LEMMA. Given r > 0, D,, D, E e(g), there is a continuous seminorm 
p on %?(I) so that 
sup Z-‘(x)(1 +~(x))‘lf(8: D,;x; WI GPU% B E WZ). 
XSG 
Proof: The case D, = Dz = 1 follows from Lemma 9.5, since 
If(P: XII = IW: XNL 111 G sup IW: xw,, Ml = IIW: x)ll,. 
k,,kzE K 
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Since E is a finite dimensional vector space, 11.11 o. and 1/*11, the L, norm 
from L2(R x K’), are equivalent. Thus there is a constant C so that 
If(/?:x)l <CllF(/I:x)ll for all XEG, BE%?(Z). 
Now for arbitrary D,, D2 E a(g), 
f(p: D,;x; D,)= s 
j?(h)f(h: D,;x; D,)dh. 
I 
But using (5.4) there are families fi, 1~ i < k, satisfying (5.3) so that 
f(h D,;x;D,)=C~=,fi(h:x). Thusf(/I:D,;x;D,)=Cf=,fi(B:x) for all 
/.I E%(Z). Now by (9.5) applied to the families fi, there are continuous 
seminorms pi, 1 < i < k, on V(Z) so that 
sup 8- ‘(x)( 1 + d(x))‘If(/I: D,; x; D2)/ 
XSG 
k 
d c sup z-‘(x)( 1 + a(x))‘lf,(j?: x)1 
i=l XEG 
G i Pi(B). Q.E.D. 
i=l 
We know that /I -f(b) is a continuous map from %?(I) into q(G). To 
show that f(B)c O%‘(G) it suffices, using [12, 4.81, to prove that fry 
“X(G/Z, i) for all [ E 2. Write c(h) E 2 as in (3.4). Then, as in [ 12, 7.101, 
there is do Iw so that c(h) = [(h + dn) for all n E Z. We identify %(I) with 
{/?E%z(R): supp~!zcl(Z)}. 
9.7. LEMMA. For any XEG, hcR, BE W), m)&d = 
d C,“= ~co B(h + nd) f(h + nd: x). The sum is finite for each h since /3 has 
compact support. 
ProoJ The equality is the Poisson summation formula for p(h) f(h: x). 
See [12, 7.121. Q.E.D. 
9.8. LEMMA. For all B E %‘(I), f (/?) E O%‘(G). 
Proof: We know f(h) E ‘%T(G/Z, c(h)) for all h E Z, and P(h) f(h) = 0 for 
h 4 I. Now using Lemma 9.7, for each h E R, f(&,,, is a finite linear com- 
bination of functions f(h + nd) E ‘%(G/Z, c(h)) and hence f(&,,) E 
‘@(G/Z, c(h)). As remarked above, this implies thatf(/I) E O%?(G). Q.E.D. 
10. SMOOTH FAMILIES OF RELATIVE CUSP FORMS 
In the classical situation where G is a semisimple group with finite cen- 
ter, finite linear combinations of K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete 
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series representations form a dense subspace of ‘Q?(G). In this and the next 
two sections we will prove that, in our situation, finite sums of wave 
packets of the type defined in Section 9 and in [12, Sect. 71, (see 
Theorem 6.19 for the latter), form a dense subspace of O%?(G). 
Let A,, = A0 + hv, h E R, where A0 is normalized as in (2.2), and let tr , z2 
be one-parameter families of K-types as in (3.5). For any f~ ‘V(G) we 
define 
f(Ao: z ,:q:h:X)=m(&Jh(z::h) *K,ZOn,(R(x)f) *K,Zd(22:h), (10.1) 
where m(A,) = InEErp+ (A,, ~1) I is the formal degree of rc,,. Fix I, and let I 
be the open interval corresponding to parameters II, in a chamber 9. Then 
for ZZEZ, 
f(i,:T,:T,:h)e V(71h:~,:~2). (10.2) 
But (10.2) is valid for any endpoint h = a of Z also, since m(&,) = 0 for &, 
singular, so that f( A0 : z I : r2 : a : x) = 0. 
In Section 11 we will prove that 
f(E.0: t *:t,:Z:x)= f(lo:t,:T2:h:x)dh s (10.3) I 
is a finite sum of wave packets of the type defined in Section 9 if Z is finite, 
and of the type defined in [ 12, Sect. 73 (cf. Theorem 6.19) if Z is infinite. 
The remainder of this section is devoted to proving the following 
theorem which will be needed to prove this result. 
10.4. THEOREM. For all f E O%?(G), (h, x) + f( A, : t , : 22 : h : x) is a smooth 
function on R x G. For each x E G, h + f( II, : z , : r2 : h : x) is a Schwartz class 
function on R’. Zf p is a continuous seminorm on V(R), there are a constant 
I 3 0 and a continuous seminorm t+b on Q?(G) so that for all f e ‘W(G), x E G, 
We start with some technical lemmas. The first two use the embedding 
GE P+&P_ of [12, Sect. 21. Thus, in the notation of [12, Sect. 21, we 
decompose y E G as 
(10.5) 
wherep.(y)Ep,, K’(Y) E [K, K] c, i E 3k is normalized by ad c = i on p + , 
and IC;( y) E @. 
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10.6. LEMMA. Suppose y = z. k’ exp 5 where .ze = exp( tI[) E ZO,, 
k’ E [K, K], and 5 E p. Then 8 = Im K,(Y) and rc,(exp 5) = Re rc,( y). 
Proof. We can write y = z,k’exp < = [ad(z,k’) p+(exp t)] zOk’d. 
(ev 5) ew(-k(exp 5) 0 p-(exp O), so that K,(Y) = i6 + kZ(exp 5). But it 
is clear from [ 12, 3.7b] that k,(exp H) is real for all HE a. This implies 
that rc=(exp 5) is real for all 5 E p since for all k E K, HE a, 
rc,(exp(Ad k(H))) = k,(exp H). Q.E.D. 
10.7. LEMMA. There is a constant C so that for all 4, ye p, 
IIm K,(exp Sexp ?)I d C. 
Proof. We have rc,(exp 5 exp ye) = ri,(exp 5) + ti_(exp q) + 
~,(p~(exp 5) p+(exp q)). But KJexp 5) and k=(exp q) are real by (10.6) so 
Im rc,(exp 5 exp ye) = Im K;(P- (exp 5) p+ (exp q)). Thus, using [ 12, 2.81, it 
suffices to show that Im k,(exp F exp E) is bounded for all E, FED = 
{XEP,: gEexp(X)&P_ for some geG}. Now cK,(expFexpE)= 
log e’(rc(exp P exp E)) where we compute log by using the curve s + 
e’(k(exp SF exp sE)), 0 <S < 1, and c = - iv([) E [w. But e”(lc(exp sFexp SE)) 
can be computed in the adjoint representation as follows. Write 
ad E= [! : {Zj and adF= [i i -:Z] 
as in [12, 2.111. Then, as in the proof of [12, 2.111, 
Ad r?(exp SF exp sE)I,- = Q(s) = I+ s’Z’Z’ + as4Z’ZZ”Z’, and Q(s) is non- 
singular for 0 <s 6 1. But the character eB must be a power of the deter- 
minant, so there is PE iw with e’(k-(exp SF exp SE)) = [det Q(s)]“. Thus 
rc.,(exp SF exp sE) = (p/c) log det Q(s). But det Q(s) is a polynomial in s of 
degree at most 4(dim p _ ), so that it can wind around zero at most 
2(dim pp) times. Thus IIm k,(exp F exp E)I 6 (47~/pl/c) dim pp. Q.E.D. 
10.8. LEMMA. There is a constant C so that Z(t) < 6(xtx-‘) + C for all 
XEG, tE T. 
Proof Write x = k exp q where ke K, q E p. Then using [ 12, 
4.2b], d(xtxP’) = z(exp(q) t exp( -q)) = 5(t exp(Ad t-Iv) exp( -g)). Write 
exp(Ad tP’q)exp(-q)=z,k, exp(<) where z,EZ~, k,E [K, K], and (up, 
and t=z,t’ where Z,EZOK, t’E Tn [K, K]. Then qxtx-‘)= 
c(z,z,)+ 11511 aa(a(z,)=C(t)-Z(z,). Thus 5(t)<c?(xtx-‘)+5(z,). 
But using (10.6) and (10.7), 15(z,)l = 1Im rc,(exp(Ad t-‘q) exp( -q))l <C. 
Q.E.D. 
We are now ready to begin the proof of Theorem 10.4. 
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10.9. LEMMA. Let f E ‘W(G). Then for any z E C,$tempr 
Q,(f) = jGT Q,(x) f(x) dx, where GT= IJ xT’x-‘, XEG. 
Proof By definition, O,(f) = JG O,(x) f(x) dx, where we know by [ 11, 
6.153 that the integral is absolutely convergent. Let Car(G) be a complete 
set of B-stable representatives for the conjugacy classes of Cartan sub- 
groups of G. Then 
j- @,(x)f(x) dx= 1 j- @,(x)f(x) dx: 
G HECM(G) Q” 
where GH=UxH’xP’, XEG. For each HECar( 
where for y E H’, 
lGiH If(xyx-‘)I di6 Ilfll,jG,HZ(xyx~l)(l +Wvx~l))-‘di~m 
for r sufficiently large by [ 17, 8.5.7.2). Suppose Hf T. Then there is a 
proper parabolic subgroup P = LN of G with Hz L, the Levi factor of P, 
and for y E H’, 
d(y)j 
GIH 
f(xyxp’)di=d,(y)j s fK(lylpln)dndi, 
L/H N 
where fK(x) =jKIz f(kxk-‘) d(kZ) for any XE G. Now since f E O%?(G), 
so is fK, so that jNfK(Qpln)dn=O for all ~EH’, IEL. Thus 
IGH O,(x) f(x) dx=O for HZ T. Q.E.D. 
Let {nh} be a one parameter family of relative discrete series with 
Harish-Chandra parameters {Ah). For h # {ho,..., h, >, I, is regular and lies 
in a Weyl chamber 9. Set Gi, = E(F) 01, where ~(9) is defined as in (2.6). 
Fix h,, 0 < j < k. Corresponding to hj we have two limits of discrete series 
rrh+ coming from the intervals I- = (h,- ,, h,) and I+ = (hi, hj+ ,). Write 
6* for the Weyl chamber containing I* and O,+, for the character of n$ . 
Finally, set d,, = +(s(g + ) 0; + ~(9~) 0; ). Then for all h E [w and t E T, 
by (2.61, 
J I 
aA,(t)=(-l)“d(t)p’ c det we”“*(t). 
W’ E WK 
(10.10) 
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10.11. LEMMA. Let f E O%(G). Then h -+ GA,(f) is a smooth function of 
h E R. Further, for II = 0, l,..., there are a constant C, and an r 2 0 so that for 
al/f E ‘WG), Suph I(a”lah”) ~Jf)l G Cnllfllr+n. 
ProoJ By Lemma 10.9, 8,,(f)=SGT~1*(Y)f(y)dy. For YEG? 
y = x1x-l for some t E T, x E G. Thus using (lO.lO), 
(-l)q&i,,(y)=d(t))l c det wew’*(t) 
WE Wf 
= ehuvci) A(t)-’ 1 det we”‘&(t) 
WE WK 
if t = z,t’, z, = exp(u[) E ZO,, t’e Tn [K, K]. Note that l&&)1 < 
I~.YN-~[:~~I. Now for nEZ+, (~“/~h”) al,(y)=(uv(r))“d,,(y) and 
l(an/ahn) ~&+I G l4”lK~)I -‘Cw,lIv(i)l”=d(t)“l~(y)l -‘W,J lv(5)l”. 
Thus for any rz~Z+, hell%, r>O, 
-&B,,(u)f(v) ~~(t)“C~,11~(i)l”I~(v)l-14~)(~ +w))-r-nllfllr+n 
G Iv(iN”C~Klllfllr+n {~,,s,up,T”wnu +Wtx-‘N-“) 
x I4Y)l -‘xYNl+ KY))-‘. 
Using Lemma 10.8, SUP,,~ suptc T Z(t)n( I+ r?(xtx-‘))-” < co, and using 
[ll, 6.171, there is an r>O so that 
jGT I4~)l -‘XY)U + Q))-‘dy < [ I&Y)I -‘W)U + c3y))-’ 4 < 00. G 
Now using the above estimate and (3.3), we see that we can differentiate 
a,,(f) by differentiating inside the integral. Thus h + a,,(f) is smooth and 
satisfies the required inequality. Q.E.D. 
10.12. LEMMA. There are constants C > 0 and dE Z, so that for all 
x, LEG, Z(x~~)<CZ(x)P(y)(l+a(y))~. 
ProoJ Assume first that y = a E cl(A + ), and use the notation of [ 17, 
8.3.7.21. Thus U, ,..., U, are finite-dimensional representations of G with 
highest weights ,4 ,,..., A, with respect to the Cartan subalgebra hc = 
Ad(c) t, containing a,. Further, p,, = xi= 1 riA i where ri > 0, 1~ i < 1. Then 
for all x E G, k E K, e-pn(H(n-‘x-‘k)) < Hi=, 11 Ui(a)ll’l e-po(H(X-‘k)). But for 
a~cl(A+), llui(a)l/ = e”‘(a), SO nf=, /lUi(a)llrl= eP*(a) and E(xaf = 
s KIZ e-fh(H(~-‘x-lk)) d(kZ) < ePn(a) SK,= e-Pdff(xm’k)) d(kZ) = Eva z(x). 
Using [ 17, 8.3.7.41 there are constants C > 0 and de Z + so that 
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eqa) < cz-’ (a)(1 + o(a))“. Thus for all x E G, a E cl(A +), 
Z(xa) < cr’(a)( 1 + a(a)yqX). 
But now if y=k’ak, with k,,k,EK, a~cl(A+), E(xy)=(xk’ak,)= 
B(xk’a) < CE-‘(a)( 1 + a(a))?Z(xk’) = CE-‘(y)( 1 + a(y))%(x). Q.E.D. 
10.13. LEMMA. Set s > 0. Then there are constants C> 0 and de Z, so 
thatfor df~%(G), YEG, IlL(y)f C(1 +~(y))“+d~~‘(y)llfll.. 
ProoJ Using [ll, 6.9a] there is a constant Cl > 0 so that for 
all x, y E G, (1 + d(xy))” 6 C’( 1 + d(x))“( 1 + d(y))“. Using Lemma 10.12, 
there are constants C, >O and dE Z, so that Z(xy) d C,Z(x) Z--‘(y). 
(1 + a(~))~ for all x, y E G. Thus E-‘(yx) = SP’(xP1y--‘) < 
C &‘(xP1)Z-‘(y)(l +~(~))~=C~~~‘(x)~~‘(y)(l +o(#. Now 
IIxY)fll,= sup z=“-’ (x)(1 + ~(x)NfbJ ‘XII 
.x E G 
= sup P(yx)( 1 + d(yx))slf(x)l 
rcG 
<c,C,(l+~(y))“(l+a(y))~~“‘(y) 
x sup EP’(x)( 1 + c?(x))“lf(x)l 
x t G 
<C,C,(l +~(y))“+d~~l(y)llflls. Q.E.D. 
For f E “W(G), x E G, define 
Tf(h: x) = &(L(x-‘)f) = &(R(x)f). (10.14) 
10.15. LEMMA. For all f E ‘V(G), (h, x) + TAh: x) is a smooth function 
on RxG. For all nEZ, there are constants C,, d, r, so that 
supheR [(8’/8h”) TAh: D;x)l <C,(l +~(~))‘+~+~~-‘(x)IIDfll~+~ for all 
XEG, De+?(g),fe’W(G). 
Prooj TAh: x) = jG~ g,&)f(xy) dy. Now (h, x) + GA,(y) f(xy) is 
jointly smooth on R x G for all y E Gr. 
For any nEZ+, D E Q(g) using the estimate in (10.11) for 
15(x-‘) Dfe O%?(G) together with the estimate in (10.13), I(a”/ah”) . 
%,(Y) DY-(v)l 6 WX-‘1 W-llr+n INY)I -’ Q)(l + KY))~’ G 
C(1 +qx))‘+“++’ ~~~ll~fll.+.l~~~~l~~~~“(~~~~ +&W’ for all h&t. 
But, as in (lO.ll), Id(y’S(y)(l+5(y))-’ is an L’ function on CT. 
Further, Z(x) and Z-‘(x) are bounded on compact subsets of G, so we can 
differentiate inside the integral and obtain the asserted smoothness and 
inequality. Q.E.D. 
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For one-parameter families of K-types tr, r2 satisfying (3.5), define 
f(T, : 2*: h: x) = 6(2: h) *K/Z Thh: x) *Kiz 6(2,, h). (10.16) 
10.17. LEMMA. For all ~E’V(G), (h, x)+f(~,: TV: h: x) is a smooth 
function on R x G. Further, for any n E Z + , D E 42(g), and x E G, there is a 
continuous seminorm $,,D,X on W(G) so that for all f E ‘V(G), 
s”p,..l(a”/ah”)f(z,:r2:h:D;x)l~~,,.,(f). 
Proof. Write 
&I:q:h:x) 
= s s 6(~:: h: k,) 6(z,: h: k2) TAh: k;‘xk,) d(k,Z) d(k,Z). K/Z KfZ 
Using Lemma 10.15, the integrand is smooth for (h, x) E Iw x G. Write 
TAh : k, : k, : x) = TAh : k; ‘xk,). For any DE a’(g) there are Di, 1 < i 6 p, 
so that Ad k;‘D = xi”=, a,(k,) Di where the ai, 1 < i< p, are analytic on 
K/Z. Thus TJ(h:k,:k,: DLx)=Ciai(kl) TAh: DiLk;lxk2). 
Let oK be a compact subset of K which maps onto K/Z in the canonical 
projection. For any n E Z + , there is a constant CL so that 
Further, by Lemma 10.15, for 1 6 i d p, 
sup a” T,(h: D;; k; ‘xk2) 
hsR ah” 
6 C,(l + d(k,lx-lk,))‘+“+dE-‘(k;‘x-lk,)llDif Ilr+,, 
< Ci( 1 + 8(x)) r+d+nE-l(x)IIDifll,+n 
for all k,, k, E 0,. Thus we can differentiate inside the integral, and 
SUP a” .h : 22 : h : D; x) < $,,,&f), 
hsR ah” 
where IC/n,D,l(f) = Ci C;=o(;) CL-,CL(l +,(x-‘))~+~+~E-‘(x) . 
lIDif Ilr+n, which is a continuous seminorm on w(G). Q.E.D. 
10.18. LEMMA. For allx~G,~(z~:~~:.:x)~W(R). 
Proof. We know from Lemma 10.17 that for all h E IR, x E G, (h, x) + 
y(h:x)=f(z,:z,: h:x) is smooth. For ail nEZ+, ~20, let Ilf(x)ll”,,= 
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suphER (1+ Ihl)“I(a”/ah”)J(h:x)l. We must show /f(x)ll,,,< cc. For all 
h E R, ZE b(g), we have ?(A: z;x) = A,(z)y(h: x). Thus for any n E Z,, 
(~-~~(z))~+‘(a~/ah~).~(h: x)=0. Pick GEL?‘(~) as in [ll, 3.51 so that 
Ah(Q) = (1 + ll&l]‘). For fixed $2 0, pick m E Z, so that 
supheR (1 + Ihl)“(l + llAJ2))“= C,< cc. Now 
(CY-(1 + ((IZfJ12)m)“+’ gJ(h:x)=O 
n+l n+l = 
I( ) p=o 
p (-l)“(l+ Il~hll’)~~~f(ll:D”‘“+‘-~‘:x). 
Thus, for all h E R, 
~(1 + IhI)” f in”) (1 + It~A12)m’p-n-1) 
<CC1 + IhO”(l+ llU12)-” ,<y:;+, 
BC.C, max , <q<n+, wn.nm~..x(f)l~ . . 
&~(h:CF:x)~ 
Q.E.D. 
10.19. Remark. Note that we have proved that if n E Z + , s>, 0, there 
are a constant t > 0 and a continuous seminorm II/ on V(G) so that for all 
x~G,fe’%(G), II~(~,:~,:x)ll.,,<(l +C(x))‘Z-‘(x)$(f). 
Proof of Theorem 10.4. Clearly f(i, : z, : z2 : h : x) = ~(1,) m(A,) 
f(z, : t2: h: x). But E(&) m(i,) = naeG+ (LX, ;I,,) is a polynomial function 
of h. Thus the theorem follows from (10.17), (10.18), and (10.19). Q.E.D. 
11. WAVE PACKET DECOMPOSITION OF CUSP FORMS 
Define ho ,..., hk and IO ,..., I, + , as in (2.4) corresponding to the family A,,, 
h E R, of Harish-Chandra parameters. For f E O%?(G) and one-parameter 
families r,, r2 of K-types, define f(h: x) = f(A,: T,: TV: h: x) as in (10.1). In 
this section we will show that for each 0 < j < k + 1, 
f(Ij:x)= j f(h:x)dh 
I, 
(11.1) 
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is a finite sum of wave packets, of the type defined in Section 9 for the finite 
intervals Zj, 1 <j< k, and of the type defined in [ 12, Sect. 73 (see 
Theorem 6.19) for the infinite intervals I, and Zk+ ,. We will first investigate 
the behavior off(h: x) at h = hi, one of the points for which Ah is singular. 
Fix 0 <j< k and let E > 0 be small enough that J- = (hj - E, hi] and 
J+ = [hj, hi+ E) are subintervals of cl(Z,) and cl(Z,+,), respectively, on 
which we have bases {f:(h)} for the spaces V(rch:t,: tZ), ZZEJ+, as in 
(5.14). For all ZZEJ*, by (10.2) f(A o:r,:~,:h)~ V(rch:fl:tZ). Thus there 
are a:: J’ -+ C so that 
f(&: 2, : z 2:h:x)=p’(h)f’(h:x) (11.2) 
for all ZZEJ*, XEG. By Theorem 5.17 and Theorem 10.4, each 
a,* E C”(J’ ). 
For (h,x)~@xG define F~(ZZ:X)EL~(RXK’) as in (5.19) 
corresponding tof,*. Let E=E+uE- where E’ =UiE(z,:~,:f,*). For 
heJ=J+uJ-, set F(h:x:k,:k,)=f(&:~,:t,:h:k;‘xk;‘), k,,k2EK’. 
Then F(h: x) is a (z’,,,, z;,,)-sph erical function with values in E for each 
hE J, XEG, and 
F(h:x)=pz,‘(h)Fi’(h:x) for ~EJ’,xEG. (11.3) 
Using the embedding a: A + Cd, we can regard the restrictions of the 
F(h), F:(h) to A- as functions on (0, 1)‘s (D*)‘. We realize (B*)” as HA 
where H= {WE@: Re W-CO} so that rr: (8*)” + (D*)” is given by 
n(w) = ew. 
11.4. LEMMA. F extends to a function P which is jointly smooth on 
Jx (8*)‘, and which for each h E J is holomorphic on (B*)“. 
ProoJ We know from Theorem 7.6 that each Fi+ extends to a 
holomorphic function FF on @ x (b*)” so that FF(h: w) = F$(h: ew) for 
w E (-co, 0)‘~ HA. Thus for any w E (8*)‘, we can define F*(h: w) = 
C&(h)F,+(h: w)forhEJ*.ThenF* is jointly smooth on J’ x (6*)‘, and 
for each h E J’, p*(h) is holomorphic on (d*)“. Thus for each n ~0, 
mEHd+, and WOE (B*)‘, we have one-sided derivatives (P/aZP)(P/8wm)~ 
p* (hi: wO) which are equal to limCh+,) _ Chj,wO) (P/~Zz”)(P/~w”‘) P’(h : w), 
where the limit is taken through any (h, w) E J’ x (b*)“. Let G,,(w) = 
(P/~ZP)(CV/~W~) p+(hj: w) - (P/cVP)(CV/C?W~) F-(hj: w). Then G,, is a 
holomorphic function on (b*)” and G,,(w) = 0 for all w E (-cc, 0)‘. Thus 
G,,, = 0 and hEJ+ 
hcJ- 
is jointly smooth on J x (b*)“. Q.E.D. 
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For h E @\L we have an asymptotic expansion for F: on A - given by 
(8.4) when 8 = 4. We drop A\# from the notation and write 
FF(h: a)= 1 c F,&(h: a(a))asch’(u) log”a(a) 
s E s’ m 
for a~/, hE@\L. 
(11.5) 
We will define a uniform expansion for all the F: . Let Y = IJ j,* SF. 
Each s E Y is a linear function of h of the form s(h) = a(s) h + b(s) for some 
a(s), b(s) E Rd. Divide Y into equivalence classes by s NS’ if a(s) = a(~‘) 
and b(s) - b(Y) E Z’. Fix a class T and write u(T) = u(s), s E T, and define 
&T)EW’ by b(T),=min{b(s),: JET), 0r~A. 
Let S = {s(T): T is an equivalence class of Y 1. For each h E C\L, 
s(T) E S, define 
R&.),,W 2) 
= 
i 
ZS(h)-S(T.h)Fl:m(h: z) if there is s E S,* with s E T . . 
0 otherwise. 
(11.6) 
Then for all hE@\L, UEA-, 
F,?(h: a) = 1 C F&(h: a(u)) asch)(u) log” a(u). 
scs m 
(11.7) 
We may as well assume that J’ are small enough that Int(J’ ) G C\L. 
Thus for h E Int(J’ ), 
F(h: a) = c c F,,,(h: a(u)) asch)(u) log”’ a(u), 
SES m 
(11.8) 
where F&h : z) = xi u:(h) &,(h : z). 
11.9. LEMMA. There is an integer k,>O so that for all SES, mehd,, 
(h - h,)“‘-‘F,,,(h: z) is smooth for (h, z) E Jx DA, and holomorphic in DA for 
all h E J. 
Proof. Using Lemma 11.4, F extends to be jointly smooth on Jx (b*)‘. 
Now follow the proof of Theorem 8.6 to see that there is k,, B 0 so that for 
each s E S, m E Z:, (h - hj)kDFS,, is jointly smooth on Jx (d*)“. But the 
monodromy transformations from n,((D*)‘) act trivially on F,,,, so that 
(h - hj)koF,v,m(h: z) is jointly smooth on J x (D*)d. Further, we-can assume 
that k, has been chosen big enough that each (h- hj)kOF,$,(h: z) is 
holomorphic on U(h,) x DA. Thus for h E J’, z + (h - hi)kOFS,,(h: z) = 
xi a,* (h)(h - h,)ko&,(h: z) is holomorphic on DA. The result now follows 
from Lemma 7.12. Q.E.D. 
For each c1 E A, define pa = (p,, pa) as in Lemma 8.7. 
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11.10. LEMMA. For all SGS and NE A, s,(h,)>p,. Let SE S and CIE A 
with s,(hj) = pa. Then for all m E 2’: , F&h: z) is smooth for (h, z) E Jx X= 
and for each z E ZG has a zero of infinite order at h = hi. 
ProojI Let s E S, CI E A. Then s, = t, for some t E u,,, SF. Assume 
without loss of generality that t E S,? for some i. Then by Lemma 8.7, 
s,(h)= t,(h) > pa for all hEInt(J+). Thus s,(hj) bp,, and if s,(h,) =pZ, 
then s,(h) < po, for all h E Int(J-). 
In the latter case, again using Lemma 8.7, s, # t, for any t E ui S;, so 
that for all m E Z:, z E 2,, and i, &m(h: z) = 0. Thus F,,,(h : z) = 0 for all 
mcZd,, z E %a, and h E Int( J- ). But using Lemma 11.9, there is k0 B 0 so 
that h + (h - hj)“OF,,,(h: z) is smooth for (h, z) E Jx DA. Thus for each 
z E XX, h + (h - hj)koF,,,(h: z) has a zero of infinite order at h = h,. Thus 
I;,,,(h : z) extends to be smooth on J x %U and for each z E 2a has a zero of 
infinite order at h = hj. Q.E.D. 
For hEJ’, XEG, write F(h:x)=zia:(h)F,+(h:x) as in (11.3). 
11.11. THEOREM. Each a’(h) has a zero of infinite order at h = hi. 
Proof: For simplicity of notation we will prove the statement only for 
hEJ+.ForeachnEZ+, leta’(-n:h)=(h-h,))“a+(h).Wewillproveby 
induction on n that each a’( -n) extends to be smooth on J+. The 
statement is true for n = 0 since each a,+ (0) = a,? E Cm(Jt ). We assume the 
result for some n 2 0. 
As in the proof of Theorem 8.1 we divide S into equivalence classes by 
s - t if s(h,) - t(hj) E EA. For each class T and h E Jf, define tT(h) E [WA by 
t,(h), = min{s,(h): SE T}. By shrinking J if necessary we can assume that 
tdh) is linear for h E J+, and extend t, to a linear function on C. For each 
s E T, h E C, s(h) - tT(h) = a(s)(h -h,) + n(s) where a(s) E [WA and n(s) E Hd, . 
Let Kb= {keZ+. A . Ikl d k,), where k, is chosen as in Lemma 11.9, and 
write for s E T, 
Z4S)(h -A,) + n(s) = z”(.T) 
c 
a(s)“ logk z(h - h,)“‘ 
k! 
+ R:(h : z), 
ksKi) 
where (h - hj)-koRi(h: z) is holomorphic on @ x (b*)” and satisfies 
lim (h-hj)-koR:(h:z)=O for all 
h - h, 
z E (d*)“. 
For each i we can write F,? (h: z) = F,t,(h: z) + F,t,(h: z), where 
F;(h: z)= c zfdh) 1og”z c R:(h, z) P,l’,,(h : z) 
T,m SET 
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F,t,(h: Z)’ 1 z”@) logpz G,:,,(h: z). 
T,P 
Here 
Gif,,(h: z)= 1 c a(~)~(h-h,)‘“‘(k!)-‘z”‘“‘~&Jh: z), 
s E T m,k 
where for each SE T we sum over the finite set of m E M(s), k E Kb, with 
m + k = p. Note that for all h E C\L, z + GTT, &h : z) is holomorphic on DA. 
For each i, Fif (h: z) is holomorphic on C x (D*)‘. But FL is holomorphic 
on U(hj) x (D*)d since (h-hj))koR:(h: z) is holomorphic on @ x (b*)” 
and each (h - !z~)~OF:,~,,, is holomorphic on U(h,) x DA. Further, 
Fs(h,: z)=O since lim,_, (h - !z~))~~R,(~: z) E 0. Thus F$ is holomorphic 
on U(hj) x (B*)” and F,?(h,: z) = FT2(hj: z) for all z E (D*)‘. As in (8.6), 
this implies that each G,?T,P is holomorphic on U(h,) x DA since the t,(h) 
are independent over HA for all h E U(h,). 
ForhEJ+,defineF(-n:h)=Cia+(-n:h)FC(h).ThenF(-n:h,:z)= 
&z+(-n:h,)F;(h,:z)=&, ~‘~~1) logP zG, J--n: h,: z), where for each 
heJ+, GT,,(-n:h:z)=~ia+(-n:h)G,t,,(h:z) is holomorphic on DA. 
For h E Int(J+), we can also write 
G,,( --n: h: z) = c c a(s)k(h - hj)‘k’+‘(k!)p’z”‘S)Fs,,(h: z). 
s E T m,k 
By Lemma 11.10, s,(h,) 2 pa for all s E S, CL E d. Thus tT(h,)o: 3 pX for all T, 
crud. Let A(T)={cr~d: tT(hj),=prx}. Fix T, MEA(T), and ZE%~. For 
each s E T, s(h,), = fT(h,)% + n(s),, where n(s), E 22,. If n(s), > 0, then 
z’@)F,,,(h : z) = 0 for all m E 72: , h E Int(J+). If n(s), = 0, then s(h,), = pa, 
and by Lemma 11.10, F,,,(h: z) extends to be smooth on J+ and has 
a zero of infinite order at h=h,. Thus G,,( --n: h,: z)= 
lim, +,, G,,,( --n: h: z) =0 where the limit is taken through hE Int(J+). 
Now G,,,( --n: h,) is a holomorphic function on DA such that 
G,,(-n:h,:z)=O for all ZE%%. Thus z;‘G,,(-n:h,:z) is holomorphic 
on DA. 
Define s(T) E [WA by 
4% = 
1 
tAhj)ca + 1 if LYEA 
fAhj)r if cr$A(T). 
Then 4 TL ’ ~a for all LXEA and t&J-n:hj:z)= 
z’~$)-‘(~)G~,~( --n: h,: z) is holomorphic on DA. Now we have 
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F(-n:hj:z)=&., zScT) log!’ z G, P( -n : hi: z) where the s(T) are indepen- 
dent over ;ZA, S(T), > pII for all a Ed, and the G,,( -n: hi) are 
holomorphic on DA. 
But F(-n:Z~,)=~~a+(-n:h~)F,+(h~) is a (z;,~,, &)-spherical function 
on G and an eigenfunction of a(g) with eigenvalue I,. By [l, 7.53, 
F( --n: h,) is L2 on G/Z. But there are no L, z(g)-eigenfunctions with 
singular eigenvalue &,. Thus F( --)2 : hi) = 0. This implies that 
C,a,?-n:h,)f,+(h,)=O so that each a,?-n:hj)=O since {f:(h,)} is a 
basis for V( rc$ : rI . rJ. Now each a’( --n: h) is a smooth function on J+ 
witha+(-n:hj)=O.Thusa+(-n-1:h)=(h-hi)-’a+(-n:h)extendsto 
be smooth on J+. Q.E.D. 
Let I be one of the finite intervals I,, 1 <j< k, and define f(Z) as in 
(11.1). 
11.12. COROLLARY. f(Z) is a finite sum of waue packets. 
ProoJ: Since cl(Z) = [hi_, , h,] is compact, we can use (5.14) to find a 
finite number of relatively open subintervals .Z1,..., Jp of cl(Z) which cover 
cl(Z), and for each 1 bqd p, bases {h&h)} for V(rcn,: rl: r2), h E J,. We 
may as well assume that hj- 1 E J, E [h,_ , , h,), J, c (h, _, , h,) for 
2<q<p- 1, and hjEJpC(hj-1, hi]. We can find /3,~P(cl(Z)), 1 <q<p, 
so that supp p, s J, and CT=, b,(h) = 1 for all h E cl(Z). 
For each h E J,, 1 <q < p, we can write f(h) in terms of the basis 
{j&(h)} as f(h:~)=C~ii,(h)f~,(h:x). By (5.17) and (10.4) each iiiq~ 
C”(J,). For hEcl(Z), define 
if hEJ, 
otherwise. 
Since ~Z,,E C”(J,) and /?q~ C~(cl(Z)) with supp /?,c J,, we have 
uiq E P(cl(Z)) and supp uiq c J,. Thus for 2 d q < p - 1, aiy E C,“(Z) E V(Z). 
Further, by Theorem 11.11, each di,, ii, has a zero of infinite order at 
h=hj-l, h = hj, respectively. Thus each ai,, uiP E %‘(I). 
Now for all h E cl(Z) we have a finite sum f(h : x) = C, xi ai, fi,(h : x) 
where the uiq E V(Z) and the fiq are holomorphic families of matrix coef- 
ficients satisfying (5.3). Thus f(Z: x)=C,,~ f,&(h: x) ai, dh is a finite 
sum of wave packets. Q.E.D. 
We now look at the case when the interval Z is infinite. We may as well 
assume that we are in the case of holomorphic discrete series, so 
I= (hk, co). By a translation of the parameter, we may as well assume for 
the remainder of this section that h, = 0 so that notation agrees with that 
of [12]. For FEZ,, define r, as in (6.5). Then there are n, m E il+ so that 
f(h)E V(nh: ‘t n : tm) for all h > 0. As in (6.9) we have functions {fi} so that 
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{fj(h)} is a basis of V(7th: 2,: 2,) for each h > 0. For each h > 0 we write 
f(h : x) = cj a,(h) fi(h : x), x E G. 
11.13. 
11.14. 
Proof 
each ai 
THEOREM. Each a, E W(Z). 
COROLLARY. f(Z) is a finite sum of wave packets. 
of Theorem. By (6.11), each a,Et?([O, co)), and by (ll.ll), 
has a zero of infinite order at h = 0. Thus to prove that 
a;E%?([O, co)), it will suffice to find b>O so that for ail ~20, peZ+, 
Ilaills,,,b =suphab (1 +h)slap/ahp) ai < co. Now, as in (6.11), to see that 
aiE V(Z), it suffices to prove that there is 6 > 0 so that for all i, s z 0, 
PEZ,> IIxfi>l13.p.6 < cc. But using (6.16), each fi(h: x) is a polynomial 
linear combination of one-parameter families of matrix coefficients &h: x) 
of type (6.15). We will find 6>0 so that I~(~,c+~)II.~,~,~-cuz for all ~20, 
PEZ,, andq5. 
Fix $20, PEZ,, b > 0, and 4 of type (6.15). Then 
(f (hh 4th) > = S,,,f (h : xl 4th : xl 4-W 
f(h: z,k,ak,z,) &h: z,k,ak,z,) 
x D(a) da dk, dk, dz, dz,, 
where D(a) = n aeQ,+ le’(a)-ee”(a)lmg, m,=dimg,. 
For all $(h)EV(nh:T,:t,), t,b(h: z,xz,)=[(f,: h: z,)(‘(T,: h: zZ)t,b(h: x), 
XEG, z,, z,EZ’& Thus f(h: z,xzJ q5(h: z,xz,)= f(h: x)&h: x), XEG, 
ZI, ~2 l z’k so that II CL 4>Il.y,P,b G C,P=, (:)I1 (f, 4)llr,p--y,q,b~ where for any 
P>4EZ., 
II <f, 4 > II s, p,y,b =~up(l+h)‘~~~~, 
h2h 
x g&h: k,ak,) D(a) da dk, dk,. 
Now, as in [ 12, 7.51, d(h: k,ak,) = cj cj(k,, k2) qSj(h: a) where the Cj are 
continuous functions on K’ x R and the qSj are one-parameter families of 
type (6.15). Thus 
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where Cj = SUP~,,~* E K Jcj(k,, k,)J. Also, using [12, 5.23, there are C(b)>,0 
and dE Z + so that for all h > b, a E cl(A +), 
1 Cj I& 4j(h: u)i < C(b)( 1 + h)“( 1 + a(a))4e-(~+bY’(~(a)). 
i 
Using Theorem 10.4, there are t 20 and a continuous seminorm $ on 
V(G) so that 
sup (1 +h)s+d 
h,b 
&,f(h:k,ok,)l <IC/(f)(l +d(k,ukz))fZ-‘(k,akz) 
= $(f)( 1 + a(a))‘Z-‘(a). 
Thus 
11 (f, 4 >/Is, p.y.6 A < C(b) e(f) s,+ (I+ 4~)) ~+‘e-(Ao+bY)(rc(u)) E-‘(u) D(a) da. 
As in [12, 5.2 and 7.71, there is a constant C so that for all a E cl(A +), 
epG(tc(u)) Z-‘(u) o(u)< Cep2p(lc(u)). Write u=u, as in [12, 3.71. Then 
as in [ 12, 7.71, there is a constant C’ so that 
s Cl+ da)) 4+re-bv--2p(K(u)) da A+ 
<C’ i irn (cash ~~))~+*~(y)(l +~~)~+‘dy~. 
j=* O 
Clearly this is finite if we pick b > maxi 2p( H,). Q.E.D. 
12. DENSITY OF WAVE PACKETS IN ‘W(G) 
For f E g(G), the Plancherel Theorem expands f( 1) in terms of the dis- 
tributional characters, Q(H: x)(f ), of tempered representations of G 
parametrized by Cartan subgroups H of G and characters XE Z?. Very 
roughly, we can write 
f(l)= 1 ~--@W:X)(~~W:X)&. 
HECar H 
(12.1) 
where Car(G) denotes a complete set of representatives for conjugacy 
classes of Cartan subgroups of G and for each HE Car(G), m(H: x) is a 
function on fi described in [ 10, Sect. 61. 
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For HE Car(G), f E 9?(G), define 
f~(x) = s, Q(H: x)(W) f) m(H: xl 4 (12.2) 
and WH(G) = {few(G): f=fH}. 
12.3. PROPOSITION. Let T be a relatively compact Cartan subgroup of G. 
Then O%?(G) =VT(G). 
Proof. Suppose f E ‘V(G). Let HE Car(G) with H/Z noncompact and 
fix x E fi. Let [ denote the Z-character of x. Using [ 12, 4.81, fc E ‘@‘(G/Z, [) 
so that by [ll, 5.83, O(H:X)(~~)=Q(H:X)(~)=O. But for any XEG, 
R(x) f E O%(G), so by the above argument, O(H: x)(R(x) f) =O. Thus 
fH=O. Thus using (12.1), f(x)=fr( ) f x or all x E G. Now suppose f E $.(G). 
Then for each [E 2, fi E%$(G/Z, [) = ‘V(G/Z, [) by [ 11, 5.81. Now by 
[ 12, 4.81, f E ‘W(G). Q.E.D. 
Thus for any f E ‘W(G) we can write 
f(x) = c 1 SE @JR(x) f) m(&) dh, 
irOE/lO --oc 
(12.4) 
where c is a positive constant depending on normalizations of Haar 
measures, m(1,) = Inolcb+ (a, &,)I is the formal degree of rcAh, and A, is 
defined in (2.2). 
Let k. = (r E K: t(kz) = ((0: z) r(k) for all k E K, z E Z}. Then we use k. 
to index one-parameter families z = {T~},,~ R of K-types, normalized as in 
(3.5), so that t corresponds to r. E K,. Suppose f E “W(G) is such that 
there is a finite subset F, of A, so that 
f(x) = c C jrn @,,(R(x) f) m(A) dh 
lOEF0 -‘x 
(12.5a) 
and 
there is a finite subset F of go so that for all A0 E Fo, h E R, 
O,,(R(x)f)=C,,,,,,.6(r:: h) *K/Z@@b)f) *K/Z6tT,:h). 
(12.5b) 
Then (12.4) can be rewritten as 
f(x)=c c 1 j- f(l,:t,:T,:h:x)dh, 
A,,EF~,T,,T~EF -cc 
(12.6) 
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where f(& : t i : r2 : h : x) is defined as in ( 10.1). Dividing the integral over R 
into the finite sum of integrals over intervals Z corresponding to chambers 
of relative discrete series representations, we have, using (11.12) and 
(11.14), that f is a finite sum of wave packets. 
In this section we will show that functions satisfying (12.5) form a dense 
subset of O%?(G). This is the analogue of the result, for the finite center case, 
that finite linear combinations of K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete 
series representations form a dense subset of O%?(G). Another important 
result for the finite center case is that f + fT defines a projection of 59(G) 
onto O%(G) = %?AG). In our case this will not be true. In fact, we have the 
following result. 
12.7. THEOREM. Suppose f E C,9”( G). Then f T E g(G) if and only iff T = 0. 
Proof: Clearly f=E%?(G) if fT=O. Now assume fre%7(G). By (12.3) 
fTE O%?(G) =V&(G). Now for any A, ~/i,, h E R, and x E G, Q,,(R(x) f) = 
Q,,(W) f7-). Thus for all Tl,‘tZ E to, f(J o: TV: x2: h: x)= 
fT(Izo : ri : t2 : h : x). Fix I, E A,, ti , r1 E Ko, and an interval Z corresponding 
to a chamber 9. Let a be a finite endpoint of I. Then using Theorem 11.11 
and (11.2) we see that for all XEG, h+f,(L,:T,:T,:h:x) has a zero of 
infinite order at h = a. 
But for all XE G, R(x) f E C,“(G), so by (3.2), h -+ O,,(R(x) f), 
hE Z, extends to a holomorphic function of h E@. Let wK be a compact 
subset of K which maps onto K/Z in the canonical projection as in 
(10.17). Then s(t:: h:k,), 6(r,: h: k2), Q,,(R(k;‘xk,) f), and all their 
derivatives in h, are bounded for k,, k2 E oK and h E Sz, any compact 
subset of @. Thus we can differentiate inside the integrals to see 
that h -P 6(r:: h) *K,z O,,(R(x) f) *K,z 6(r,: h) is holomorphic for 
h E C. But then, so is f(A,: 2, : z2: h: x) since, for h E Z, m(Ah) = 
49) n,, 9+ (IX, jl,, ) is a polynomial in h. 
We have shown thatf(~,:r,:r,:h:x)=f,(i,:r,:r,:h:x), hEZ, has a 
holomorphic extension to h E C, and has a zero of infinite order at h = a. 
Thus fT(Ao: 2,: rz: h: x) =0 for all heZ. Since this holds for all Ao~/io, 
z,,z,~~~,andx~G,f~rO. Q.E.D. 
We now return to the problem of showing that finite linear combinations 
of wave packets are dense in O%?(G). 
We say f E U(G) is K-compact if there is a compact subset 52 of d so that 
6(r*) *K f = 0= f *K 6(r) unless r ESZ. Write U(G), for the set of all 
K-compact elements of g(G). The remainder of this section is devoted to 
the proofs of the following theorems. 
12.8. THEOREM. %(G)K is a dense subspace of g(G). Further, ‘U(G),= 
O%(G) n “%?(G), is a dense subspace of “V?(G). 
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12.9. THEOREM. Every f E “q(G), is a finite sum of wave packets of the 
type defined in Section 9 and in (6.17). 
These two theorems yield the following immediate corollary. 
12.10. COROLLARY. Finite sums of wave packets form a dense subspace 
of ‘V(G). 
12.11. LEMMA. Suppose f E “g(G) is K-compact. Then there is a compact 
subset w of it* so that @JR(x) f) =O, for all XE G, unless AEW n A. 
Proof: Since f is K-compact, there is A4 2 0 so that 6(r*) *K f = 0 unless 
t E a,,., = {z E R: 1/~1/ GM). Here we define llzll by identifying z E R with its 
highest weight in it*. For 9 a Weyl chamber of it*, and ,I E /1 n 9, 7~~ has 
minimal K-type I2-pK+ pGIK(F) as in (4.7). Now as soon as 
111-p,+ pGIK(F)II > M, no K-type from Sz, can occur in x2. Thus for 
l~An9, O,(R(x)f)=O unless I~/inw,,,,(P) where w~(P)=(J.EF: 
Ill-p,+ P~,,JP)II d M}. Now we take o to be a compact subset of it* 
containing ~~(9) for each chamber 9. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 12.9. Let J’E oV(G)K with K-types in the compact set 
52 of I?. Let w be the compact subset of it* given by (12.11). Then f satisfies 
(12Sa) with F,= {,?,EA o: 2, E o for some h E R}. Further, there is m 2 0 
so that on n E (1,: Ao~ F, and Ihl <m}. Now f satisfies (12Sb) with F= 
{r~~~:~~~~forsome~h(~m}.Asnotedafter(12.6),nowfisafinitesum 
of wave packets, as asserted. Q.E.D. 
Write ZO, = (zU = exp(u[): u E R}. Then cS(z,) = JuJ for all u E R. Let G, = 
{xEG: x=kexp(t) f or some ke [K, K] and 5 E p}. Every XE G can be 
written uniquely as x= z,xl where UE R and x1 E G,. Further, 8(x) = 
14 + II411 = IUI +4x,). 
ForfEP(G), XEG, and UER, define 
f(u: x) = f(ZUX). (12.12a) 
For D,D’E%!(g), kEZ+, r,s>O, define 
AD, D’, k r, s)(f) 
= sup sup Y F-‘(x)(1 +a(~))‘(1 + 1~1)” $f(u: D;x; D’) , (12.12b) 
.XCGl UEDB 
W(G)‘= {f~ Cm(G): p(D, D’, k, r, s)(f) < CC 
for all D, D’ E 42(g), k E Z + , r, s 3 O}. (12.12c) 
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12.13. LEMMA. V(G) = W(G) and the families of seminorms { Jl (1 o,,r> 
and { u(D : D’, k, r, s)} are equivalent. 
Proof. Let DE@(~). Then there are D1,..., D,E%!(~) which are eigen- 
vectors for the adjoint action of 2; so that ad z(D) = xi”=, a,(z) Di for all 
ZEZ:. EachaiE(ZO,/Z)^so that [ai = 1. For allfEP(R), XEG, UER, 
and D’ E 42(g), 
If(D;z,x; D’)= f a,(z;‘)f(u: Di:x; D’) < i If(u: Dicx; D’)l. 
i=l i= 1 
Let c E 3k so that z, = exp(u{) as before. Then for each k E Z + , ck E q(g) 
and as above 
-$fW ; x; D’) = 11 i a,(z,) f(ikDi; z,x; D’) 
i= 1 
< f If(ikDi;Z,X; D’)l. 
i=l 
Further, given r, s B 0, there are constants C, C’, and q 2 0 so that for all 
XEG,, UER, 
and 
(1 + 6(z,x))’ < C( 1 + c(x))‘( 1 + IUI )’ 
Thus 
(1 + a(x))r( 1 + 1241)” < C( 1 + rqz,x))“. 
Dllf II D’,r = sup sup (1 + a(z,x)) Y ‘Z-‘(z,x)lf(D;z,x; D’)l 
xtG, utR 
dC sup sup (1 +r~(x))~(l+ lul)‘z-‘(x) i If(u: DiLx; D’)l 
xeG, ueR ,=l 
= C i Wi, D’, 0, r, r)(f 1. 
Similarly, 
i=l 
AD, D', k r, s)(f) 
ak 
= sup supE-‘(x)(1 +cr(x))‘(l+ la/)” @f(u: D;x; D’) 
xsG, usR 
d C’ sup sup E-‘(z,x)( 1 + d(z,~))~ f If([“DiL z,x; D’) 
xcGl u~l-3 i=l 
= c’ i [kDt Ilf II D’,y’ Q.E.D. 
i=l 
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For #E%(R), kE<+, ~20, write Il~llk,s=sup,,.(l+lul)~l(~k/~u”)~(u)l. 
For 4 E U(R), write 4 for the Fourier transform of 4. 
12.14. LEMMA. There is a family {/?,}, t > 1, offunctions in C~(R) with 
the following property. For any 4 E V(R), t > 1, write 4, = /?,d E Cp( R). Then 
given kch,, s 2 0, there is a continuous eminorm $ on g(R) so that for all 
f$EWR), t’ 19 II& (&)t)*llk,S G t4E)lt. 
ProoJ: Pick any /I E C:(R) with /I(U) = 1 for 1~1 < 1, p(u) = 0 for IuI > 2. 
For t > 1, set fit(u) = /3(u/t), u E R. Then as in [2, p. 1351, there is $’ so that 
114 - 4Jlks < $‘(tj)/t for all 4 E S??(R). Now combine this with the fact that 
+5 -+ 6 is a continuous endomorphism of%‘(R) [2, p. 1393. Q.E.D. 
For fE%?(G), define f(u:x)=f(z,x), XEG, PER, as in (12.12a). For 
each XEG, f(*:x)E%‘(R) since Ilf(-:x)llk,s<p(l, l,k,O,s)(f). Fix xeG 
andwrite~(4)=~((:x)=S,f(u:x)e-fU’du,rEiW.Definefp,},t>1,and 
$,=ds,~CF([W) as in Lemma12.14. Then f(u:x)=&-u), UER. Write 
f,(u: x) = (dl)*(-u), uE R f,(x) =f,(O: x1. 
12.15. LEMMA. Let p be a continuous eminorm on W(G). Then there is a 
continuous eminorm p’ so that for aN f E V(G), t > 1, p( f - f,) < (l/t) p’( f ). 
Proof: We can assume ,H is of the form p(D, D’, k, r, s) for D, D’ E %(g), 
ken,, r,s30. Fix xeG and write b(t)=j‘(c:D;x;D’). Then 
f(u:D;x;D’)=&-u) and fJu:D;x;D’)=6,(-u), UER. Now using 
Lemma 12.14, there is a continuous seminorm $ on %?(I%) so that for t > 1, 
sup(l+l~l)~ -$f(u:D;x;D’)--$f,(u:D:x;D’) 
UCR 
A 
Now there are constants Ciao, ~~20, kiE Z,, I< i<q, SO that e(4) G 
XI=, Cilldlls,,k, for all be%(R). Thus for t> 1, 
AD, D’, k, r, s)(f -f,) < SUP 
XEG, 
E-‘(x)(1 +o(x))+(f(.: D;x; D’)) 
G f ,i Ci/J(D, D’, k, r, si)( f ). Q.E.D. 
1=1 
Proof of Theorem 12.8. We know from [ 11, 6.201 that [K, K]-finite 
functions in %(G) are dense in w(G). We also have the compact group 
20,/Z acting on V(G) by the adjoint action. As in [ll, 6.201, ad(Z$/Z)- 
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finite functions in W(G) are dense in V(G), since the left and right regular 
representations of G on V(G) are differentiable, [ 11, 6.181. Thus to show 
that %?(G)K is dense in V(G), it is enough to show that any [K, K-J-finite, 
ad(Z0,/Z)-finite fe W(G) can be approximated by functions in V(G),. But 
using Lemma 12.15, f, -+ f in g(G) as t --+ co. For all h E R, ehv *p, f,(x) = 
fz(h: x) =fi,(h)3(h: x)=0 unless hEs.upp b,. Thus f,E%‘(G), for all t> 1. 
Now [K, K]-finite, ad(Z0,/Z)-finite functions in ‘W(G) are also dense in 
O%?(G). Let f E O%(G) be [K, K]-finite and ad(Z$/Z)-finite. Let N be the 
unipotent radical of a nontrivial parabolic subgroup of G. Then for all 
(ER, XEG, 
= e -iu< 
f [I Nf( 
z,xn) dn du = 0. 
R 1 
Further, for t > 1, x E G, 
as above. Thus f, E O’+?(G) for all t > 1, so f = lim,, o. f, where 
f, E ‘g(G) c-, %(G)K. Q.E.D. 
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